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Abstract

Machine based face recognition is an important area of research that has attracted

significant attention over the past few decades. Recently, multilinear models of

face images have gained prominence as an alternative method for face recognition.

Against linear techniques, multilinear models offer the advantage of having more

complex models. Against kernel and manifold based non-linear techniques, the

advantage lies in having more intuitive and computationally frugal modelling. In

this thesis, we present an in-depth analysis and understanding of different properties

associated with multilinear analysis and propose three different face recognition

algorithms and a unified framework addressing open issues in face recognition.

We first propose a face recognition algorithm primarily to address the limitations

of the existing multilinear based algorithms in the form of their inability to handle

test images that are in unseen conditions. The algorithm is based on the construc-

tion of a new representational basis multilinear eigenmodes, enabling representation

and classification of faces at unseen conditions. Subsequently, we propose a second

algorithm to address the high computational complexity of the first algorithm. We

define a set of person-specific bases to represent person-specific images under all

variations, and based on this propose an efficient recognition algorithm. Next, we

propose a framework of face recognition based on an interpretation of the multilin-

ear analysis as a factor analysis paradigm. We the reformulate all the multilinear

based algorithms to link them to a single optimization framework. A theoretical

comparison of these algorithms is performed revealing the fundamental differences

between them and their applicability in different face recognition scenarios. Ex-

periments performed to compare multilinear analysis based methods to the leading

linear and non-linear techniques reveal the superiority of our second algorithm on

both measures of recognition accuracy and test speed.

Next, we address the issue of inadequate training samples that arise in many ap-

plication scenarios. We introduce a novel “friendly-hostile” paradigm, in which we

propose a mechanism to compensate for the low number of training samples of hos-
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tile people by learning the structure of face images from a large training set of the

friendly people. The formulation is built on a novel synthesis paradigm that is based

on the unique factorization properties of the multilinear analysis. Experimental re-

sults show significant performance gain in comparison to the conventional methods.

We also discuss issues concerning unbalanced datasets, wherein some people may be

under-represented than others in the training set. This results in different apriori

bias per class, affecting conventional recognition algorithms. Based on theory and

experiments we demonstrate that our algorithm does not get affected by any such

imbalance in bias and produces consistent performance in all situations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine based face recognition is an important research topic that has attracted

significant attention over the last few decades. From authentication systems to

law enforcement scenarios, the ability to recover the identity from a face image in

a non-intrusive way can significantly change the way many things are done. For

example, an ATM system with face recognition technology would enable the user to

authenticate by looking at a camera instead of entering a PIN number, significantly

reducing the chance of identity thefts. Similarly, a city with smart surveillance

cameras equipped to identify criminals in real time will drastically simplify the

job of law enforcement agencies. Furthermore, there are multitudes of possibilities

that can be realised in the space of human-computer interaction through successful

application of face recognition technologies.

Humans possess an unmatchable ability to identify faces in a great variety of condi-

tions. The goal of the face recognition research is to equip machines with the same

ability. The basic premise of face recognition is similar to pattern recognition prob-

lems, wherein a classifier is trained from a corpus of labelled training face images,

and given a test face image, the classifier seeks the most appropriate label. The basic

assumption is that adequate labelled training images are available and for camera

based automated face recognition, machines can detect and crop the faces from the

camera images or videos. Face detection in images is also a demanding task and a

research problem in its own right, however, we do not address this issue in this the-

sis. Whilst the face recognition problem is similar to the basic pattern recognition

problem, the uniqueness of face structures serve as the main research motivation to

develop specialized face image modelling and to pursue domain induced feature se-

lection to address the problem in a principled way. Mostly, face recognition involves

using 2D grayscale or color face images in the visible light spectrum, however, with

advancement of technologies many researchers have proposed using beyond visual
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range 2D images and 3D scanning data as possible improvements to the limitation of

useful features available in the 2D visual range images. However, most of these tech-

nologies are still in development and require costly re-installation. Therefore, face

recognition techniques with normal 2D images retains its importance and relevance

in real world applications.

The first successful demonstration of face recognition algorithm based on using 2D

images is considered to be the Eigenface algorithm of (Turk and Pentland, 1991b),

(Turk and Pentland, 1991a). The algorithm proceeds by vectorizing the 2D images

and then finding a representative subspace employing Principal Component Anal-

ysis. Several other linear models such as Independent Component Analysis, Fisher

Discriminant Analysis etc. were adopted for face recognition with limited and incon-

sistent success. Later, non-linear models are introduced primarily based on kernel

mechanisms to remove limitations imposed by the linearity in the models. However,

definite success and consistent performance of those algorithms in widely different

situations remained an issue. Face recognition based on manifold modelling has

been studied in ISOMAP (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), LLE (Roweis and Saul, 2000),

(Saul and Roweis, 2003) and Laplacian Eigenmap (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003), (Belkin

and Niyogi, 2001). The most prominent amongst them is LPP (Locality Preserving

Projection) by (He and Niyogi, 2003). Whilst LPP performs consistently better

than linear or kernel based methods and is considered as the state of art, the limi-

tation lies in the fact that it is domain agnostic i.e. it does not offer any scope for

domain specific modelling of faces. Moreover, the performance of LPP in different

application scenarios leaves scope for further improvement. Lately, multilinear mod-

elling has been proposed to provide a manifold modelling technique that explicitly

takes into account the way face images undergo variations due to different influenc-

ing factors such as lighting, pose, expression etc. The basic premise of multilinear

modelling is to model face images as multilinear functions of the various influencing

factors over the pixel space. Multilinear modelling of face image ensembles was first

proposed in (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002b) based on decomposing face image

tensor using Higher Order SVD (De Lathauwer et al., 2000). Face recognition based

on such modelling is proposed in (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a). Preliminary

experiments demonstrates performance gain over the basic PCA based Eigenface

(Turk and Pentland, 1991b) method.

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aims

This thesis aims to develop face recognition algorithms by extending our under-

standing of multilinear modelling of face image ensembles and investigate useful

properties that are uniquely associated with such modelling. In particular, we seek

to answer the following questions:

• Can we address the limitation of the existing multilinear modelling based face

recognition algorithm of (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a), which fails to

handle unseen variations (such as unseen lighting or viewpoint) by proper un-

derstanding and utilization of the multilinear models and the analysis paradigm?

• Can we develop an efficient algorithm that can handle test faces in unseen

conditions?

• Can we formulate a general framework for face recognition based on the mul-

tilinear modelling that offers a basis for comparison between different algo-

rithms? To what extent do these algorithms compare with other face recogni-

tion approaches?

• Can we discover any unique attribute associated with multilinear modelling

that can be effectively utilized to solve the real-world problem of face recog-

nition from a few samples?

1.2 Approach and Contributions

Our approach is based on developing a deeper understanding of the different aspects

of multilinear modelling of face image ensembles. The theoretical contribution of this

thesis is the development and in-depth study of face recognition approaches based on

multilinear models and analysis. The practical contribution is the development of an

algorithm that is better than several leading face recognition algorithms, along with

an algorithm that can address the “few samples” issue, a commonly faced problem

in real-world scenarios. We detail our approaches and contributions below:

3
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• The first question is addressed by understanding the multilinear decomposi-

tions and identifying the importance of the core tensor. Our argument is based

on the fact that the core tensor contains the variation information for all fac-

tors and thus, if we need to address the issue of the recognition of faces with

unseen variations then the core tensor must be exploited. Based on this under-

standing, we develop the notions of different multilinear identities and finally

propose an algorithm based on a joint multilinear eigenmode space (MPCA-

JS1) that is shown to offer consistently superior recognition performance to

the existing method (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a) on unseen test cases.

The contribution of this part of the work is mostly theoretical entailing an

understanding of the intricacies of multilinear models and analysis, determin-

ing the reasons as to why existing multilinear based algorithms fail to handle

certain scenarios and then proposing a basic algorithm that convincingly ad-

dresses these limitations.

• Whilst we are able to achieve our first objective, we realized that the proposed

algorithm lags when it comes to speed of testing. To retain the same recog-

nition capability with a lower computational demand, we exploit the insights

that whilst the first algorithm fully utilizes the benefits of multilinear decom-

position, there is considerable redundancy in the solution. In the first solution

we treat the person space as any other generating space, however, when we are

interested in matching identities, we can restrict ourself only to the locations

of the person identities in the person space. We remove the redundancy and

propose a second algorithm (MPCA-PS2) that is able to maintain the level of

recognition performance of the first algorithm in an efficient manner.

This part of the work has both theoretical and practical significance. On the

theoretical side, we exploit some intrinsic features of multilinear analysis and

are able to present a low complexity algorithm, whilst retaining the recognition

performance of the previously proposed algorithm. On the practical side, the

high speed of this algorithm coupled with good recognition rates makes it an

attractive choice for real-world applications.

• Whilst we solve the efficiency issue, we observe that the two algorithms yield

different relative performance over different datasets. This brings us to the

1MPCA-JS: Multilinear Principal Component Analysis - Joint Space
2MPCA-PS: Multilinear Principal Component Analysis - Person Space

4
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third question as to whether these discrepancies can be answered at a more

theoretical level. This is addressed by developing an optimization framework

that is fundamental to the way face recognition is performed from the multi-

linear models. All the algorithms are rederived in this framework, revealing

their underlying strategies, as they solve the same optimization problem. A

theoretical comparison among all these methods is then outlined in a concise

manner. We also perform extensive experimentation with these algorithms

vis-a-vis leading face recognition approaches over publicly available benchmark

datasets.

This is the most significant part of the work in terms of both theoretical and

practical contributions. The study of multilinear analysis based on a single

unified framework completes the understanding of the whole multilinear mod-

elling and analysis paradigm. Existing algorithms are analysed and compared

based on their intrinsic qualities, providing useful insights about their appli-

cability in different scenarios. Also, from the experimental results concerning

evaluation of our multilinear based algorithms in comparison to the leading

face recognition approaches, such as LDA and LPP, we show that our second

algorithm consistently provides superior performance.

• The fourth question arises naturally from the consideration of real-world de-

ployment of face recognition applications. Whilst most face recognition ap-

proaches implicitly assume the availability of a large number of training sam-

ples, in real-world situations it is hard to meet such requirements as the “peo-

ple of interest” are mostly hostile in nature and thus, we may have access to

only a few of their images. To solve this, we propose a novel friendly-hostile

paradigm, where large numbers of training samples are collected from friendly

people to compensate for the small training set from hostile people. We con-

struct a novel synthesis paradigm based on the multilinear analysis framework

and provide a way to model the face manifolds of each hostile people based

on the average structures learnt from the friendly people. As the manifold

describes the set of all possible images of a person, we are able to fully com-

pensate for their lack of adequate training images. The recognition is carried

out by seeking the manifold that best represents a given test image. We also

apply this to the situation of unbalanced datasets, which may arise even in

cooperative situations wherein the cost of image acquisition can be reduced

by choosing to collect only a few training images for many of them. Extensive
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evaluation of the proposed approach is performed for both the “few samples”

and ”unbalanced dataset” scenarios and the performance is compared with

leading face recognition approaches.

This is a significant application of multilinear models, where the unique prop-

erties have been exploited to provide an elegant solution to a practical problem

in face recognition. The theoretical work is mostly based on the framework

developed before, with suitable extensions. The practical significance of this

work is immense, especially in surveillance scenarios where the availability of

training images for criminals is a significant issue.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we provide related

background and literature, starting with different face recognition techniques based

on Local Feature Analysis, 3D modelling and beyond visual range images, linear and

non-linear models using holistic face features, before focusing on multilinear analysis

and its application for face image ensembles and face recognition. We also include a

brief review on the work of face recognition when adequate training images are not

available, a specific application scenario that is addressed in this thesis.

In Chapter 3 we provide the related mathematical background, starting with defini-

tions related to tensors and their properties, tensor decomposition based on Higher

Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD), Multilinear Principal Component

Analysis (Multilinear PCA), and finally, the framework of face image analysis with

Multilinear PCA framework with some illustrative examples.

In Chapter 4 we propose our first algorithm (MPCA-JS) based on the multilinear

analysis of face image ensembles. The primary motivation of this work is the limita-

tion of the existing multilinear based algorithm (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a),

which fails to recognise faces when they are at very different lighting or viewpoints

from the training faces. This limitation is addressed by constructing a joint multi-

linear eigenmode space as a representational basis. Experiments show its superior

performance to the existing method.
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In Chapter 5 we propose an improved algorithm (MPCA-PS) by removing the re-

dundancy in the previous MPCA-JS algorithm. The algorithm is developed by

constructing person-specific eigenmode subspaces for person specific face image rep-

resentation. By doing this we are able to reduce the complexity order significantly.

In experiments we find it to be significantly faster, whilst the performance is found

to be almost similar, and in some situations significantly better than MPCA-JS.

In Chapter 6 we present a unified framework that unites all the above multilin-

ear analysis based recognition algorithms into a common mathematical basis. We

analyse the multilinear analysis from the factor analysis perspective and devise an

optimization problem relating a face image to its associated factors. Next, we show

that all the above algorithms solve this same optimization problem adopting differ-

ent assumptions and employing different strategies. The algorithms are then com-

pared theoretically to understand their applicability in different scenarios. We also

compare all the multilinear based algorithms to some of the leading face recognition

approaches, such as LDA and LPP on a number of benchmark datasets, and demon-

strate that our algorithm MPCA-PS provides the best recognition performance in

terms of both accuracy and speed.

In Chapter 7 we use the framework developed in the previous chapter to address

the issue of face recognition when adequate training images are not available. We

propose a solution based on a novel “friendly-hostile” paradigm, where we learn a

generic structure of face images from the full dataset of the friendly people, and then

formulate a way to transfer the structure to each hostile people so as to provide a

formal description of their face manifolds, thereby, eliminating the need for large

training samples. We discuss the “few samples” problem from two perspectives:

one, where the hostile people are the actual persons of interest and are represented

by a few samples, and second, where both friendly and hostile people are part of

the recognition classes, but the hostile people have very low representation in the

face dataset compared to the friendly people, leading to an unbalanced training

dataset. Our algorithm show good performance for both scenarios, comprehensively

surpassing the performance of other leading recognition algorithms.

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of work in the thesis, its contributions, and

discusses directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Related Background

In this chapter we review literature relevant to the work presented in this thesis. For

humans, faces serve as an important modality for interaction, both as an identity

and for conveying emotions. Perception of faces is so important that the human

brain is understood to have a dedicated visual processing unit that exclusively deals

with face images acquired visually (Logothetis and Gauthier, 2000). Therefore, with

the arrival of computers and automation where increasing interaction between man

and machines is seen as the way forward, there is a pressing need to impart machines

with the ability of human like face perception. Initial research on machine based

face recognition can be dated back to the 1960’s (Bledsoe, 1964). Other important

early work includes the work of (Kelly, 1971) and a seminal work by (Kanade,

1977), presenting basic insights in this area. Subsequently, correlating with the

advancement of computation and wider availability of powerful desktop computers,

face recognition research took off in the 1990’s and ever since has established itself as

a major research track across Artificial Intelligence, Computer Vision and Pattern

Recognition. An excellent overview on the decade’s effort of machine perception of

faces is available in (Zhao et al., 2003) along with reviews in (Gross et al., 2001),

(Bowyer et al., 2006) and (Scheenstra et al., 2005) covering different aspects of the

problem and discussing various research challenges that exist in this area.

Our review is presented with the following structure: Section 2.1 provides a review

on the recognition approaches based on local features and outlines potential prob-

lems of identification of local features. Section 2.2 provides a brief review on the

emerging area of face recognition research that includes 3D imaging and beyond

visual range imaging. Section 2.3 provides a detailed review of the main focus of

our work: recognition based on holistic face features, with sub-sections discussing

both linear and non-linear methods. Discussion on non-linear methods include both

the Kernel based and the Manifold based approaches. Section 2.4 provides the re-
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view on the multilinear analysis framework and its application to face recognition

problems. In Section 2.5, we review attempts to solve the recognition problem when

adequate training images are unavailable, and finally the chapter ends with some

closing remarks in Section 2.6. Additionally, the related mathematical background

in presented in Chapter 3.

2.1 Face Recognition based on Local Features

Early face recognition approaches (Kelly, 1971) and (Kanade, 1977) were mostly

based on configural matching of local face features i.e. eyes, nose, mouth etc. How-

ever, the seminal work of (Turk and Pentland, 1991b), (Turk and Pentland, 1991a)

was based on considering the face image as a whole. Subsequently, the research in

face recognition went into two different directions: one, in which face images are

processed as holistic features similar to (Turk and Pentland, 1991b)(Turk and Pent-

land, 1991a), and the other, where recognition is carried out through local features

analysis (LFA). Initial exploration in the latter direction includes the work of (Cox

et al., 1996), based on a mixture-distance approach and of (Samaria and Young,

1994), where Hidden Markov Models (HMM) were used over a strip of pixels cov-

ering salient features (eyes, forehead, nose, and mouth) and the transition statistics

is learnt as the important feature. The HMM approach was further extended in

(Nefian and Hayes, 1998) and (Nefian and Hayes, 1998) based on using 2D-DCT

features in place of pixels. However, the most successful framework of LFA is con-

sidered to be the Elastic Bunch Graph based algorithm, as described in (Wiskott

et al., 1997). In their approach, the face image is represented by a bunch graph (a

stack of Gabor features at each node), with nodes positioned in the salient locations

on the face. The matching of face bunch graphs is performed following the Dynamic

Link Architecture framework of (Buhmann et al., 1990), (Lades et al., 1993). This

approach was found to be better at handling occlusions and different poses (Krger

et al., 1997). However, the fundamental problem of recognition approaches based

on LFA is the identification/localization of the salient locations, which can be as

difficult as the recognition problem itself. Moreover, recent results from neurology

suggest that holistic face feature gets precedence over local features in face identifi-

cation (Sinha et al., 2006), which suggests that holistic features may be important
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for machines too. It is argued that fusing the holistic and LFA processing techniques

may be beneficial, as in (Penev and Atick, 1996), however, one still has to resolve

the feature localization problem before using this approach. Therefore, most of the

research efforts in automatic face recognition, including the work presented in this

thesis, considers only holistic features.

2.2 Non-traditional Methods: 3D Face, Infrared,

Multi-spectral Imaging

Recently, there has been a growing interest in face recognition based on images taken

at beyond visual range spectrum and recognition based on 3D face modelling. Face

images taken at the visual range of electromagnetic spectrum are widely available

and easily understood. However, images taken in dimly lit places may contain

extreme shadows that affect the proper sensing of features, which in turn can affect

the recognition performance. To address this issue, some researchers have proposed

the use of images taken in infrared or near-infrared bands, which are not affected by

external lighting as the human body is itself a source of infrared radiation (Socolinsky

et al., 2003), (Zou et al., 2005), (Li et al., 2006), and (Chu et al., 2007). Fusing

information from multiple spectrum bands has also been studied in (Pan et al., 2003).

Insightful surveys of such approaches can be found in the works of (Socolinsky and

Selinger, 2002) and (Kong et al., 2005). However, it should be noted that imaging

beyond visual range spectrum is not widespread as yet.

Apart from the illumination issue, the other challenge in face recognition is to rec-

ognize faces at different poses. Since a human head has non-planar geometry, face

images appear to be substantially different depending on head orientation or cam-

era viewpoints. This complicates the task of recognition as most of the algorithms

are primarily based on measuring similarity among the training and test samples.

Approaches based on local feature analysis may overcome this issue to some extent

by learning the correspondence among features at different poses, as discussed in

(Ashraf et al., 2008), however, a comprehensive framework has still not been re-

alised. To address this issue, many researchers have proposed the use of 3D range
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information of the faces. Significant works based on this can be found in (Gordon,

1992), (Achermann et al., 1997), (Achermann and Bunke, 2000) and (Hesher et al.,

2003). However, it is observed that using only range information does not yield

desirable results, as many discriminating features are based on skin tones and tex-

tures. Studies in face recognition using both the range and texture images (3D+2D)

have shown improved results compared to using 3D or 2D information separately

(Chang et al., 2003), (Tsalakanidou et al., 2004), (Lu and Jain, 2005), and (Li et al.,

2005b). Surveys of such 3D based methods are available in (Bowyer et al., 2006) and

(Scheenstra et al., 2005). However, similar to the infrared technology, 3D imaging

technology is still not widely adopted and thus the benefit of using 3D information

may elude us in years to come.

Some researchers have proposed using shape-from-shading (Zhao and Chellappa,

2000) or depth map recovery from stereo image pairs (Lao et al., 2000), (Medioni

and Waupotitsch, 2003) for 3D model construction when range data is unavailable.

However, the underlying technology of both shape-from-shading and stereo depth

estimation is still not dependable when used in unstructured scenes. Another type

of work that involves the application of 3D models is the use of 3D morphable

models. In this approach, a generic 3D model is modified to suit a subject’s face

based on single/few images taken from different viewpoints in a standard laboratory

setting. This 3D model is then utilized to generate multitudes of face images covering

different poses for the training of standard 2D image based classifiers. Descriptions

of such models can be found in (Blanz et al., 2002), (Blanz and Vetter, 2003),

(Romdhani and Vetter, 2003), (Weyrauch et al., 2004), and (Jiang et al., 2005).

Though this method can handle pose variations quite well, it has its own drawbacks:

first, it does not allow the modelling of certain features such as hair, which may

contain important discriminative information, and second, fitting the 3D model

is extremely computationally intensive, making it non-viable in many real world

scenarios. Therefore, the majority of face recognition research is still limited to the

recognition problem based on 2D images taken with visual range cameras.
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2.3 Face Recognition based on Holistic Features

Face recognition based on holistic features takes the whole face image, suitably

cropped, for both training and testing. Predominately, the gray-level pixel values

constitute the features and 2D images are first vectorized based on row-ordering to

obtain the face feature vectors. In this section, first we present the linear classifica-

tion methods that use these types of features, such as Eigenface (Turk and Pentland,

1991b), Fisherface (Belhumeur et al., 1997) etc. Next, we briefly discuss other types

of holistic features such as DCT coefficients, Edgemaps etc., that have been investi-

gated in place of pixel values, and then conclude our discussion by reviewing work

on nonlinear modelling techniques based on both the Kernel feature mapping and

the manifold learning approaches.

2.3.1 Linear Methods

As noted previously, the first seminal work in face recognition is considered to be

the Eigenface method, due to (Turk and Pentland, 1991b) and (Turk and Pentland,

1991a). Influenced by the work on image analysis by Karhunen-Loève transform

(Kirby and Sirovich, 1990), they propose performing Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) on training faces constituted by a collection of vectorized intensity images to

obtain a reduced face subspace. Facial images are projected on that low dimensional

subspace to obtain concise descriptions and a Nearest-Neighbour classifier (Cover

and Hart, 1967) is employed for similarity matching. The combination of a simple

and elegant solution and repeatability of experiments made the algorithm extremely

popular and was instrumental in bringing face recognition research into the focus

of scientific communities. Soon it was realised that although the algorithm han-

dles lighting changes well, it fails to handle pose variations. To address the issue,

(Pentland et al., 1994) propose a modular approach where instead of creating a gen-

eral subspace, a set of pose dependent subspaces are constructed and testing was

preceded by identifying the correct pose of the test face and then using the right

subspace for projection. Whilst the original classifier was based on an NN based

approach, some research efforts emphasized using different classification techniques.

Notably, the work in (Moghaddam and Pentland, 1997) propose modelling para-
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metric probability distributions for each person in the eigenspace and then employ

Bayesian decision theory for classification. Another notable distance measure used

is the nearest-feature line distance, as discussed in the works of (Li and Lu, 1999),

and (Zhou et al., 2000), which can potentially improve the generalization capability

of the classifier.

Another unsupervised data analysis approach that is similar in line to the PCA

technique is the Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Whilst PCA obtains a

subspace that is optimal for data compression, ICA is built to achieve statistical

independence based on higher-order statistics of data. ICA was primarily invented

in the signal processing community for blind deconvolution of mixed signals (Comon,

1989), and subsequently its scope for data analysis was also identified (Comon, 1994).

The basic premise of ICA is of two types (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995),(A. Hyvrinen

and Oja, 2001):

• Type-I: Generate components that are statistically independent to one an-

other,

• Type-II: Generate statistically independent representations of training image

vectors, similar to Factorial Coding (Schmidhuber, 1992).

ICA for face image representation is applied on the PCA-compressed data, then

an eigenvalue type problem is solved based on the efficient algorithm by (Bell and

Sejnowski, 1995). Initial studies on the performance of ICA in face recognition

were reported in (Stewart Bartlett et al., 1998), (Bartlett, 2001) and in the work

of (Bartlett M.S. and T.J., 2002). Though initially it was promoted to be superior

to the PCA based Eigenface type methods, the claim was later disputed in works

of (Bruce et al., 2002), and (Draper et al., 2003). Based on extensive experiments,

they conclude that whilst in some cases ICA clearly outperforms PCA, in some other

cases the reverse can be true.

Both the Principal Component Analysis and the Independent Component Analy-

sis provide optimal subspace for representation based on different sets of criteria.

Whilst PCA is optimal from the data compression point of view, ICA is optimal if
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one wishes to have statistical independence among the components or the represen-

tations. However, none of the methods ask the important question, what subspace

is best suited for the face classification task? The particular features that are im-

portant for distinguishing different face classes may well reside in low variance di-

rections that PCA/ICA ignore to achieve optimal representations. Addressing this

issue, Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA) (Fisher, 1936), or the Linear Discrim-

inant Analysis (LDA) as commonly referred, looks for a projection subspace that

maximizes class separability by maximizing the ratio of within class scatter to the

between class scatter (Duda and Hart, 1973). LDA for face recognition was initially

studied in the works of (Swets and Weng, 1996), (Etemad and Chellappa, 1997).

Whilst (Etemad and Chellappa, 1997) suggests computing the subspace directly

on the pixel space itself, the work of (Swets and Weng, 1996) suggests computing

LDA on the eigenfeature space; e.g. LDA followed by the PCA of the image data

matrix. Direct computation of subspace may be attractive but is limited by the

size of training data. Often image vectors are far larger than the number of images

per class, rendering the computed within-class scatter matrix to be singular. To

avoid the singularity issue, PCA was seen to be a necessary step before LDA. Initial

evaluation of this PCA+LDA method shows significant improvements of recognition

accuracy over the traditional Eigenface method (Belhumeur et al., 1997). Conse-

quently, in (Zhao et al., 1998) and (Zhao et al., 1999) the authors propose a unified

PCA+LDA framework to obtain a regularized LDA space that is shown to have

superior generalization ability. There were several innovations in their work, which

are:

• Construction of a universal PCA space, such that any new face images can be

incorporated without retraining the PCA subspace.

• The PCA subspace is also chosen based on the eigenvectors which are face-like,

instead of blindly choosing the largest eigenvectors.

• The LDA subspace is also shown to preserve discriminative power when addi-

tional face classes are incorporated without retraining the subspace.

These innovations and superior results of the LDA based classifiers against contem-

porary methods made it popular among the research communities. Whilst their
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method uses simple NN matching, a boosting based classifier on the LDA subspace

(Lu et al., 2006) or a neural network based classifier based on training an RBF net-

work on the LDA feature space (Er et al., 1999) were also considered. However, in

subsequent efforts to rigorously evaluate LDA vis-a-vis PCA based Eigenface meth-

ods in (Martinez and Kak, 2001) shows that PCA may outperform the LDA based

methods when the number of samples per class is small or, when the training data

non-uniformly samples the underlying distribution. Subsequently, this is corrobo-

rated in (del Solar and Navarrete, 2005a) through their experiments on the FERET

(Phillips et al., 2000) data. Various improvements to standard LDA procedures have

been proposed over time and notable among them was the Direct LDA (D-LDA)

method. It is argued that the standard method of doing PCA prior to LDA to avoid

singularity in the within-class scatter may adversely affect the class separability

issue, as PCA may cull the important directions that contain discriminating infor-

mation. The works in (Chen et al., 2000) and (Yu and Yang, 2001) propose ways to

address the singularity issue without performing PCA, i.e. performing LDA directly

on the pixel space using some regularization schemes. Other important modifications

can be found in (Lotlikar and Kothari, 2000), where a fractional step dimensionality

reduction mechanism is proposed for more accurate weight computation of LDA

with a weighted between class distance, and (Lu et al., 2003b), where the same idea

is explored in the D-LDA framework.

A different approach of subspace selection is discussed in the works of (Liu and

Wechsler, 1998)(Liu and Wechsler, 2000), wherein the subspace selection is based

on attaining an optimal combination of data compression (the objective of PCA)

and classification accuracy (the objective of LDA). Based on the structural risk

minimization framework proposed in (Vapnik, 1995), the authors propose a Genetic

Algorithms (GA) based minimization procedure to reduce the empirical risk whilst

maintaining desired level of class separability. The seed subspace is obtained by

performing PCA, and GA minimization is performed iteratively by reorienting that

subspace to achieve the above mentioned objective. Preliminary results on FERET

suggest improved recognition accuracy over PCA and LDA, however, GA being

computation intensive, is infeasible in many situations.
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2.3.2 Holistic Features beyond Pixel Values

Until now we have considered only intensity images as the holistic feature, wherein

images are represented as vectors in a pixel domain. However, there are several other

holistic features that have been considered for face representation. Face recognition

by coefficient vectors in the Fourier space has been studied in (Spies and Ricketts,

2000) and (El-Arief et al., 2007) for scale and rotation invariant face recognition.

Discrete Cosine Transform (Rao and Yip, 1990), which approximately follows the

KL transform has also been studied as a data-independent subspace for face im-

age representation and recognition (Hafed and Levine, 2001), (Pan et al., 2000) and

(Chen et al., 2006). Contrary to the data-dependent subspace analysis of PCA, DCT

provides a data-independent subspace, thereby saving computation cost. Also, in

(Chen et al., 2006) it is outlined that in the logarithmic DCT subspace images show

lighting invariance property. However, in terms of the recognition performance, the

DCT subspace fails to achieve consistent performance benefits over optimal data-

dependent models of PCA. Extension of DCT based face features have been studied

with limited success in (Zhu et al., 2003), (Jing and Zhang, 2004), and (Chen et al.,

2005), wherein PCA and LDA are performed on the DCT space and in (Er et al.,

2005), where an RBF neural network is used for classification. Approaches based

on Wavelet subband spaces have also been studied in (Feng et al., 2000), and (Per-

libakas, 2004), where PCA is performed on a specific subband of the Wavelet de-

composition. In (Mandal and Wu, 2008), the Discrete Curvelet Transform was con-

sidered in place of wavelets, achieving limited success. All these data-independent

subspace modelling techniques, whilst good for compression applications, lack the

problem-specific knowledge that PCA or LDA achieve from analysis of training data,

and in general are poor for face recognition. Another interesting holistic feature that

has been studied is Edgemaps, where different types of edgemaps are used as fea-

tures and the similarity of features is measured using set-theoretic distances (Takcs,

1998), (Gao and Leung, 2002). The use of Gabor features for face recognition has

been discussed in (Aguilar-Torres et al., 2007). However, none of the features have

been thoroughly tested for their efficacy in face recognition. Intensity images as

the holistic feature is widely used and well understood, and the same tradition is

followed in our work.
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2.3.3 Nonlinear Methods: Kernel Mapping

The linear subspace methods, as discussed above, are limited by the linear relation-

ship between different features. Due to the complex nature of relationship among

images, the linear subspaces may fail to generate well-separated face clusters, leading

to poor classification accuracy. One way of addressing this lack of linear separabil-

ity is by introducing non-linear classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVM)

(Phillips, 1999), (Guo et al., 2001). However, usually face recognition problems en-

tail a large number of classes with small numbers of samples per class and in this

setting, SVM can be expensive. Advances in kernel methods provide an alternative

way of handling non-linearity (Schölkopf et al., 1998). It introduces an efficient “ker-

nel trick” to transform the primary feature space into a high-dimensional and often

infinite-dimensional derived feature space, which is made up of non-linear combi-

nations of the primary features. Assuming that with our choice of kernel function

the classes are well-separated in this non-linear feature space, a linear classifier is

sufficient. Initially the kernelized version of PCA was developed in (Schölkopf et al.,

1998) and its application to face recognition was studied in (Yang et al., 2000). Es-

sentially, PCA is performed on the derived non-linear feature space using different

choices of kernels and a linear classifier is used for recognition. With the appro-

priate choice of kernel functions, the face images exhibit linear separability in the

derived feature space, and therefore, a low complexity linear classifier will be suffi-

cient to provide high speed testing. The experiments performed on several bench-

marked datasets in (Yang et al., 2000) show huge improvement over the classical

PCA based Eigenface method. Following their success, nearly all the linear methods

are “kernelized” to exploit the advantage of working in a nonlinear feature space.

Face recognition based on Kernel-LDA (Mika et al., 1999a), (Mika et al., 1999b)

was studied in (Liu et al., 2002). Later on, face recognition using both Kernel-PCA

and Kernel-LDA is thoroughly analysed in (Yang, 2001) and (Yang, 2002b). Vari-

ants of discriminant analysis rederived in the kernel framework are also proposed

in (Lu et al., 2002), (Lu et al., 2003a). Further, in (Yang et al., 2005) the authors

showed that among the two possibilities of Kernel-LDA techniques, LDA applied on

the Kernel-PCA space provides better performance than performing Kernel-LDA on

the PCA subspace. Though kernel methods in general provide higher recognition

rate than linear methods, they have their own shortcomings. According to (Gupta

et al., 2002), and (del Solar and Navarrete, 2005b) the shortcomings are:
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• Kernel methods are considerably slower than their linear counterparts.

• Kernel parameter adjustments are difficult and data dependent.

• Kernel methods do not always provide performance benefits over linear meth-

ods as in situations where the classes are close to linearly separable, and in

such cases, the introduction of kernels may actually degrade the performance.

Altogether, these drawbacks show that the kernel methods do not always provide

viable options for real-world scenarios.

2.3.4 Nonlinear Methods: Manifold Learning

Recently, a number of studies have found that face images, specially when different

poses are considered, lie in a non-linear manifold in the pixel space (Seung and Lee,

2000), (Roweis et al., 2002), (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), (Roweis and Saul, 2000).

Moreover, recent neurological results in (Roweis and Saul, 2000) shows that the

human brain possibly processes face images using manifolds. PCA and LDA by their

formulation as linear operators only see the Euclidean structure of the face space,

therefore, they are not equipped to understand the complex nonlinear structure of

the face manifold. Kernel methods such as KPCA and Kernel-LDA, whilst providing

non-linear feature mapping and consequently an ability to learn non-linear manifolds

are lacking in two aspects: first, they do not consider the structure of face manifold

explicitly, rather the structure is enforced by the choice of kernel functions, and

second, they generally come with a high computational burden. Other types of

nonlinear techniques have been proposed to learn the intrinsic non-linear manifold

from the training data, notable among such methods are:

• ISOMAP (Tenenbaum et al., 2000), which performs a global manifold learning

through estimating the geodesic distance between all pairs of data points.

• LLE (Roweis and Saul, 2000) and (Saul and Roweis, 2003), which performs

a locally coherent projection of a KNN (K Nearest Neighbour) graph of the

data points by minimizing locally linear reconstruction errors, and
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• Laplacian Eigenmap (Belkin and Niyogi, 2003), (Belkin and Niyogi, 2001),

where a similar KNN graph between the input data points with edge dis-

tance weighted with a heat-kernel is embedded in a lower dimensional mani-

fold by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem consisting of the Laplacian of

the graph geometrically, which is similar to finding the eigenfunctions of the

Laplace-Beltrami operator on the face manifold.

These methods are only helpful in finding the intrinsic manifold for the best rep-

resentation, however, they cannot be directly used for face recognition as none of

the methods have proposed a mechanism to evaluate new test points on the con-

structed manifold. Few approaches have been developed that use geodesic distances

returned by the ISOMAP algorithm to compute the scatter matrix for further dis-

criminant analysis of the data (Yang, 2002a), (Li et al., 2005a). However, they are

merely ad-hoc in nature since the geodesic distance is still undefined on the new test

points.

Subsequently, the work in (He and Niyogi, 2003) extends the idea presented in the

Laplacian Eigenmap algorithm by inserting a linear projection operator in the op-

timization step. The optimization now finds the optimal linear approximations of

the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of the face manifold. Using

this approach, along with the optimal projection of the data points (as in Laplacian

Eigenmaps) a linear projection operator is obtained that solves the problem of map-

ping new data points to the manifold. Their algorithm is suitably called Locality

Preserving Projection (LPP) because it preserves the local structure of the data in

the new projection space. The efficacy of LPP for face recognition is also studied

extensively in (He et al., 2003) and (He et al., 2005a), and is shown to outperform

both the PCA and LDA by significant margins. Particularly, in (He et al., 2005a) the

authors provide further insights into the nature of the projection by providing a sta-

tistical interpretation of LPP and establish connections among PCA, LDA and LPP

in a single graph embedding framework. Kernel extension of LPP is also studied in

(Cheng et al., 2005) and (Feng et al., 2006). The authors of (Cheng et al., 2005)

employ LPP directly on the non-linear feature space, however, in (Feng et al., 2006)

the authors argue that performing LPP in the non-linear space of KPCA may be a

better option. However, both these approaches provide only marginal performance

benefit over plain LPP and their high cost of computation makes them undesirable
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in many situations. LPP like algorithms have also been studied in (Min et al., 2004)

and (Zheng and Yang, 2006), where the authors pose the problem in a variational

setup. In (Pang et al., 2005b) and (Pang et al., 2005a), the authors follow the foot-

steps of LPP to insert a linear projection operator in the LLE framework. Whilst

they provide alternative ways of modelling nonlinear manifolds with few functional

advantages over LPP, their superiority to LPP for the recognition task has not been

realised.

2.4 Multilinear Analysis and Its Application to

Face Recognition

Historically, multifactor analysis to model multiway data took birth in the psycho-

metric literature (Tucker, 1966) for the exploratory analysis of human psychological

test results. The output of any psychological test is necessarily influenced by multiple

independent factors and multifactor analysis was proposed to separate the influenc-

ing factors, assuming that they interact in a multilinear fashion i.e. the output is

linearly related to each of the factors when others are fixed. Recently, in (Harshman

and Lundy, 1994), the authors show the application of multifactor analysis in the

context of phonetic analysis to successfully recover the latent relationship between

different factors. Consequently, their approach is applied in many different types

of domains as a tool for exploratory data analysis, notably, in DEDICOM (Bader

et al., 2006), where multifactor analysis is performed on the Enron email corpus to

extract social relationship among the senders and recipients, in (Acar et al., 2005)

to analyse chatroom data, and in (Kolda et al., 2005) to analyse web link data. An

excellent survey of multiway data analysis and its application to different domains

can be found in (Acar and Yener, 2009).

In computer vision applications, multiway data is generally termed as tensor data,

consistent with the definition of tensor data in mathematics and similarly, the anal-

ysis is referred as the tensor analysis. Mathematically, tensors are higher-order ab-

stractions of vectors and matrices and the elements of the tensor product of vector

spaces. All the tools of tensor analysis are based on the separation of the underlying

vector spaces, akin to the multiway data analysis framework. Early tensor analysis
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frameworks were based on factorizing tensors into the sum of rank-1 tensors (Harsh-

man and Lundy, 1994). Though they are useful for exploratory analysis, they are

not found suitable for vision related applications, as most vision problems deal with

the representational issues rather than the actual relationship among the factors.

Moreover, the nature of vision-related data requires managing different factors dif-

ferently, which cannot be enforced in early frameworks. The NP-hard nature of

the rank-1 decompositions was also a deterrent for such data intensive applications.

Tensor analysis for vision problems took off after the seminal work of (De Lathauwer

et al., 2000) (Lathauwer et al., 2000), who describe a different factorization method

for tensors that addresses the issue of assigning different importance to factors by

crafting the notion of multilinear-rank. In comparison to the rank-1 decomposition,

where all the separated vector spaces have the same dimension, in the multilinear

rank framework each vector space is allowed to have a different dimensionality. The

decomposition is primarily based on the matrix SVD algorithm, making it easily

understood as well as computationally inexpensive. The decomposition problem is

formulated as a multilinear least squares problem, which is then solved using Al-

ternating Least Squares (ALS) (Kroonenberg and Leeuw, 1980), and at each step

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used to estimate the least squares solution.

The algorithm is suitably called the Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition

(HOSVD) as the output of the decomposition exhibits similar properties as that of

matrix SVD. HOSVD has been successfully applied in several vision related problems

such as modelling of human gait (Haiping Lu; Plataniotis, 2006), facial expressions

(Wang and Ahuja, 2003), image superresolution (Gong, 2005), face image halluci-

nation (Liu et al., 2007), face transfer (Vlasic et al., 2005), and multi-dimensional

textures (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2004).

Face analysis based on multilinear factorization was first proposed in the seminal

work on Tensorface by (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002b). They propose Multi-

linear Principal Component Analysis (MPCA) based on the Higher Order Singular

Value Decomposition (HOSVD), which is then applied to a face dataset modelled

as tensor data. Similar to Eigenface like techniques, they work on the vectorized

intensity images and a tensor is created by stacking all the images in a hypercube

with different variations modelled along separate dimensions of the hypercube. For

example, when we only consider lighting variations among the training set, then a

tensor of order 3 (i.e. a 3D hypercube) is created, where typically the first dimen-
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sion is used to index people, the second for lighting and the third for pixels. PCA

analysis is performed across all the dimensions (more commonly termed ‘modes’)

and the interpretation of the result is obtained by introducing the concepts of eigen-

persons, eigenlighting, eigenviewpoints, and the eigenpixels. Eigenface type methods

rely on representing face images by linear combinations of eigenfaces, therefore,

in the situation of multi-factor variation the eigenfaces fail to provide any intu-

itive interpretation. However, in the Tensorface (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002b)

framework, the factors are separated and one can describe eigen-components in dif-

ferent contexts, such as eigenpersons, which captures the variations in the identity

space, eigenlighting similarly captures the variations in the lighting space and so on.

A face image of a particular person at particular variations can then be sufficiently

described by computing the right linear combinations in the different eigenspaces, or

by a multilinear combination between different factors. The work in (Vasilescu and

Terzopoulos, 2002b) limited itself to the analysis part and described the potential

benefit of tensor modelling as a flexible representational framework, where one can

control the contribution of different eigen-components in the representation space,

based on the importance of each mode. The first work on face recognition based on

Multilinear PCA framework was proposed by (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a),

which showed improved performance over the Eigenface method. However, in their

approach, only the eigenpersons are effectively used for recognition, whilst decom-

positions in other modes are used optionally to reduce the dimensionality of the

associated vector-spaces (e.g. removing the dimensions with low variance). More

precisely, if we want to identify persons, assuming we only model lighting and view-

point variations, a set of eigenmodes are calculated for each combination of lighting

and viewpoint. These eigenmodes are similar to eigenfaces, however, whilst eigen-

faces capture variations over all the images, eigenmodes capture variations of images

over person identities, at a particular combination of lighting and viewpoint. A test

image is projected on each set of eigenmodes and a set of possible identity vectors

is generated. It is known that in the eigenperson space, each person is represented

by an unique identity vector, therefore, a test image can be classified by finding

the closest pair among the generated coefficient vector set and the known identity

vector of the persons in our database. Similar to Multilinear PCA, (Vasilescu, 2005)

propose Multilinear Independent Component Analysis (MICA) with application to

face recognition and in (Vasilescu, 2007), where the author performs MICA de-

composition on 3D range images for face recognition. Another novel application of
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HOSVD in face recognition can be found in the work of (Lee et al., 2005a), where

the recognition scheme is primarily based on the application of 3D morphable mod-

els with the representation vectors consisting of shape and reflectance parameters

in place of pixel values. At this point, we note that there has been a recent surge

of research papers on face recognition using tensor modelling. However, there are

two distinctive ways tensor modelling is applied: first, by modelling face images

as a multilinear functional form, and second, by considering a 2D image or a 3D

color image or a multi-dimensional face features as tensor objects and constructing

classifiers for such tensor valued objects. The works in (Wang and Ahuja, 2005),

(He et al., 2005b), (Yan et al., 2007b) and (Yan et al., 2007a) fall in this category.

However, our work falls in the first category of using multilinear face model, similar

to the concept of (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002b).

2.5 Face Recognition from Few Samples

The face recognition approaches discussed above rely heavily on the availability of

large number of training samples. Since most of the methods fundamentally work

compare training and testing samples in a suitable representational subspace, it is

imperative to provide training images in a wide range of conditions to make the

classifier robust. However, in real-world surveillance scenarios, where persons of

interest are mainly non-cooperative criminals, collecting adequate training images

is an impossible task. Whilst there is a wealth of literature for traditional face

recognition scenarios where the availability of a large number of training images is

often implicitly assumed, there are relatively fewer works that deal with the case

when only few training images are available.

Traditional approaches addressing “few samples” issue can be classified into two dis-

tinct categories. The first category includes the work of (Wu and Zhou, 2002) (Chen

et al., 2004), (Jung et al., 2004), who propose to extract as much information as

possible from the few sample images. However, they fail to address the problem of

information that is absent in the training samples such as images at widely different

lighting or viewpoints, the type of test images one can expect in the real-world face

recognition task. The second category addresses the issue by providing synthesis
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models to generate training samples at novel conditions, such as at novel lighting

or novel viewpoints. Notable works amongst them are, (Beymer and Poggio, 1995),

where faces corresponding to different poses are generated within a small angle of

variation by applying affine transformation to the frontal face images, and (Georghi-

ades et al., 2001b), where the authors propose an illumination cone model based on

the lambertian assumption to learn an approximate global lighting model and then

define an affine model in the reconstructed 3D face space to model pose changes.

The latter approach is notable in that it handles lighting issues quite well, how-

ever, it fails to adequately handle the pose issue. Moreover, this approach does not

address situations when other sources of variation are present, such as expression,

ageing etc.

Recently, the problem has been approached from a completely new direction, where

a generic face dataset of people, who are different from the people of interest is used

to learn a generalized space of face images, so that even a few samples projected on

that subspace can achieve better localization and consequently improved recognition

performance. In (Mart́ınez, 2002) the authors propose to learn an expression invari-

ant subspace from the generic dataset and in (Member-Kim and Member-Kittler,

2005) a similar approach is proposed to learn a view-invariant subspace to ultimately

perform classification of persons of interest with few samples. In (Wang et al., 2005)

the authors pose the problem as a feature selection problem on the PCA subspace

of the generic dataset, while the same authors propose a modification in (Wang

et al., 2006) by introducing a multi-learner framework to improve the recognition

performance. In (Majumdar and Ward, 2008) the authors propose to learn a generic

LDA subspace similar to that of (Wang et al., 2005).

2.6 Closing Remarks

In this chapter we have reviewed the releated background in face recognition. Face

recognition is an exciting research field having a large body of scientific effort, how-

ever, our main focus is on the holistic features based methods that use pixel values as

the primary features, alongside providing a brief review on other types of works. The

review shows how face recognition approaches based on simple PCA based methods
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changed over the years into more complex modelling such as Kernel feature map-

ping and Non-linear manifold modelling to achieve higher performance whilst being

robust to extreme variations in different factors that influence a face image. We also

discuss Multilinear analysis and the implication of this model as a tool for non-linear

data modelling. Face recognition based on this modelling is also discussed in detail,

while mentioning successful applications of this model in other vision related appli-

cations. We also discuss the real-world issues regarding the application of existing

face recognition technologies when adequate training data is hard to obtain or costly,

along with a brief review on different attempts to solve this problem. In the next

chapter, we present the necessary mathematical background related to multilinear

analysis and its application.
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Related Mathematical

Background

In this chapter we present the mathematical background related to the multilin-

ear analysis of face image ensembles. Historically, multilinear analysis was known as

multi-factor decomposition, employed primarily to separate mixing factors assuming

that the factors are independent and the mixing is a multilinear one i.e. each of the

factors linearly influence the output when others are fixed (Harshman and Lundy,

1994). The decomposition is performed by expressing the data tensor as a sum of

rank-1 tensors. A rank-1 tensor is by definition an outer product of vectors, where

each vector corresponds to one factor. The rank of the decomposition is determined

by the number of rank-1 tensors under the summation. However, this model is un-

suitable for face recognition for two main reasons. First, the decomposition does not

allow the factors to have different ranks or equivalently different dimensions of factor

spaces, however, in most of the face recognition problems the number of pixels is

many times larger than the number of people, and hence assigning same dimensions

to both the pixel factor and the person factor is unsuitable. Second, this decompo-

sition is a NP-hard problem, thus the computation can be expensive. Subsequently,

(De Lathauwer et al., 2000) propose a different decomposition framework based on

the concept of multilinear rank, allowing one to assign different dimensions to dif-

ferent factor spaces with a reasonable complexity in terms of computation. This

decomposition exhibits properties similar to the matrix SVD and is suitably termed

Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD).

At this point we distinguish between the two terms commonly used in regards to

the application of tensors:

• Tensor Analysis: This implies dealing with the tensor valued objects and
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understanding their nature, most commonly for tensor subspace computation

and classification, akin to the way vector valued objects are treated.

• Multilinear Analysis: This implies that a data tensor is analysed with

respect to its underlying factors. Since this implies multilinear relationships

among the factor spaces, it is termed multilinear analysis.

The former is outside the scope of our discussion as the thesis is based on the

multilinear analysis of a tensor created from an ensemble of face images.

The organization of the chapter is as follows: In Section 3.1, we present important

concepts related to tensors. In Section 3.2, we present the tensor decomposition

problem and its solution based on the Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition

(HOSVD) and discuss its various properties. Following this, we present an iterative

subspace method to improve the solution obtained from HOSVD. Next, in Section

3.3, we discuss the Multilinear PCA framework and present its application to face

image ensembles, and finally, Section 3.4 concludes the chapter.

3.1 Tensor Concepts

A tensor A is defined as an element of the tensor space RI1×...×IN and is represented

by a multidimensional array as:

A = [ai1,...,iN ]I1,...,IN
i,...,iN=1 (3.1.1)

The dimensions of a tensor are more commonly termed modes.

3.1.1 Tensor Properties

Definition 1. Addition and scalar multiplication: For the tensor B = [bi1,...,iN ] ∈
RI1×...×IN and α ∈ R,

A+ B := [ai1,...,iN + bi1,...,iN ] (3.1.2)
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and,

αA := [αai1,...,iN ] (3.1.3)

Definition 2. Matricization of Tensors: Tensor Unfolding at k’th Mode

Matricization of a tensor refers to the process of creating a matrix from a tensor of

order > 2. This operation is needed to create more complex tensor operations using

the usual matrix operations as the building blocks. It is often referred to as tensor

unfolding and defined with respect to the mode of unfolding. Following (Lathauwer

et al., 2000) the formal definition is given as:

• A(k) is denoted as tensor unfolding of A at k’th mode, and defined as A(k) ∈
RIk×(Ik+1...IN I1...Ik−1) and it contains the element ai1..iN at ik’th row and at

[(ik+1−1)Ik+2...INI1...Ik−1+(ik+2−1)Ik+3...INI1...Ik−1+...+(iN−1)I1...Ik−1+

(i1 − 1)I2...Ik−1 + (i2 − 1)I3...Ik−1 + ... + ik−1]’th column.

Intuitively, the operation indicates slicing the tensor along a particular direction

depending on the mode of unfolding, and then putting the slices side-by-side in a

matrix. The pictorial description is given in the Fig 3.1 for a third order tensor.

Correspondingly, folding of an unfolded tensor refers to the reverse operation to get

back the tensor from the unfolded representation.

Definition 3. Multilinear rank of a tensor: The multilinear rank for the tensor

A is a k-tuple (r1, ..., rN), where

rk = dim(R(A(k))) = rank(A(k)) (3.1.4)

R(A) = {y|y = Ax} is the range space of the matrix A, and rank(A) is the conven-

tional matrix rank.

Definition 4. Matrix times Tensor: Mode-k Multiplication The mode-k

multiplication of a tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN by a matrix U ∈ RIk×Jk is denoted by

B = A×k U . B ∈ RI1×I2×...×Ik−1×Jk×Ik+1...×IN and the entries of B are defined by,

bi1...ik−1jkik+1...iN =

Ik∑
ik=1

Ai1...ik−1ikik+1...iN .Uik,jk
(3.1.5)
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Figure 3.1: Unfolding of a third order tensor ∈ R3×3×3 in three different modes.
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Equivalently, it can be shown that,

(A×k U)(k) = UT A(k) (3.1.6)

The following identities hold for mode multiplications:

• For U ∈ RJk1
×Ik1 and V ∈ RJk2

×Ik2

(A×k1 U)×k2 V = (A×k2 V )×k1 U (3.1.7)

• For U, V ∈ RIk×Ik

(A×k U)×k V = A×k (UV ) (3.1.8)

Definition 5. Inner product, tensor norm: Inner product between the tensors

A ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN and B ∈ RI1××I2×...×IN is defined as:

〈A,B〉 :=
∑

i1,...,iN

ai1,...,iN bi1,...,iN (3.1.9)

The corresponding tensor norm is:

||A|| =
√
〈A,A〉 (3.1.10)

This is the standard Frobenius norm for the tensor case. Also, we note that the

norm is invariant under orthogonal transformation, i.e.

||A|| = ||A ×1 V (1) ×2 V (2)...×N V (N)|| (3.1.11)

for orthogonal matrices V (1), V (2), ..., V (N).

3.2 Tensor Decomposition

In this section, we first present the tensor factorization problem similar in spirit to

the matrix SVD. A matrix D ∈ RI1×I2 can be decomposed using SVD as a weighted
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sum of rank-1 matrices as:

D '
min(I1,I2)∑

i=1

αiui ⊗ vi (3.2.1)

where αi ≥ 0 are the singular values, and ui, vi are the left-sided and right-sided

singular vectors, respectively. Similarly, for tensors the decomposition can be formu-

lated as expressing a tensor A ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN as a weighted sum of rank-1 tensors:

A '
min(I1,...,IN )∑

i=1

βiu
(1)
i ⊗ u

(2)
i ⊗ ...⊗ u

(N)
i (3.2.2)

However, this canonical decomposition has one critical restriction in that it enforces

the dimensions of all the separated vectors spaces, as defined by [u
(k)
i ] for k = 1, ..., N ,

to remain the same. This restriction is not suitable for many applications where the

dimensions in one mode of a tensor can be arbitrarily larger than other modes.

For a face image tensor, the dimension of a vectorized image can be excessively

larger than the number of people, and hence, this factorization will generate a very

poor approximation of the original tensor. To overcome this problem we formulate

the problem based on the concept of multilinear rank. The formulation of tensor

decomposition based on multilinear rank is similar to the formulation of SVD when

deduced from the best-low rank approximation for matrices. The problem is stated

below using formal notation.

Definition 6. Best rank-(r1, ..., rN) approximation: Given A ∈ RI1×I2×...×IN

and the desired multilinear rank (r1, ..., rN), find B ∈ Rr1×...×rN and unitary matrices

U (k) ∈ RIk×rk for k = 1, ..., N , that solves:

min ||A − S ×1 U (1) ×2 U (2)...×N U (N)||2 (3.2.3)

Unfortunately, the above approximation problem does not have any closed-form

solution and the existing algorithms are only able to find approximate solutions.

Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD) offers the simplest solution

with reasonably good approximation.
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3.2.1 Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition

Following the work of (De Lathauwer et al., 2000), we present the Higher Order

Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD) algorithm. The algorithm is primarily

based on the application of SVD on tensors to compute a suboptimal solution to the

best rank (r1, ..., rN) approximation problem of 3.2.3. It is presented as the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Higher Order SVD: Every (I1× ...× IN)-tensor A ∈ RI1×...×IN can

be written as the product:

A = S ×1 U (1) ×2 U (2)...×N U (N) (3.2.4)

in which,

1. U (N) = (U
(N)
1 U

(N)
2 ...U

(N)
N ) is a unitary (IN × IN) matrix.

2. S is a (I1 × I2 × ... × IN)-tensor of which the subtensors Sin=α, obtained by

fixing the k’th index to α, have the properties of:

(a) all orthogonality: two subtensor Sin=α and Sin=β are orthogonal for all

possible values of n, α and β subject to α 6= β:

〈Sin=α,Sin=β〉 = 0, when α 6= β (3.2.5)

(b) ordering:

||Sin=1|| ≥ ||Sin=2|| ≥ ... ≥ ||Sin=IN
|| ≥ 0 (3.2.6)

for all possible values of n

while the orthogonality of U (k)s and the all-orthogonality of S are the basic

foundations, the ordering is more of a convention to enforce a particular or-

dering of the columns of U (k)s.

The decomposition shares many similarities to the conventional matrix SVD: first,

the left and right singular vectors of SVD are generalized as the n-mode singular

vectors and second, the role served by the singular values is maintained by the
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subtensors of the “core-tensor” S. The dissimilarity here is that whilst for the

matrix case the singular value matrix is pseudo-diagonal, in the case of tensors the

core tensor S is not guaranteed to be pseudo-diagonal, and more often than not, it

is a full tensor. The reason is that for the tensor case, the degrees of freedom offered

by a min(I1, I2, ..., In) non-zero diagonal core-tensor is not enough to model tensors

with I1I2...IN degrees of freedom.

3.2.1.1 HOSVD Computation

A matrix representation of the HOSVD can be obtained by unfolding A and S in

the 3.2.4:

A(n) = U (n)S(n)(U
(n+1) ⊗ ...⊗ U (N) ⊗ U (1) ⊗ ...⊗ U (n−1))T (3.2.7)

Now the properties of (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) imply that S(n) has mutually orthogonal

rows, having Frobenius norms equal to σ
(n)
1 , σ

(n)
2 , ..., σ

(n)
In

, with the ordering of σ
(n)
1 ≥

σ
(n)
2 ≥ ... ≥ σ

(n)
In
≥ 0. Let us define a diagonal matrix Σ as:

Σ := diag(σ
(n)
1 , σ

(n)
2 , ..., σ

(n)
In

) (3.2.8)

and a column-wise orthonormal matrix V (n) ∈ RIn+1...IN I1...In−1×In as:

V (n)T := S̃(n)(U
(n+1) ⊗ ...⊗ U (N) ⊗ U (1) ⊗ ...⊗ U (n−1)) (3.2.9)

where ˜S(n) is a normalized version of S(n) with the rows scaled to unit-norm, there-

fore,

S(n) = ΣS̃(n) (3.2.10)

Putting it all back to the 3.2.7, we obtain:

A(n) = U (n)ΣV (n)T (3.2.11)

U (n), V (n)T are orthonormal matrices and Σ is a diagonal matrix. This is exactly

the form of matrix SVD on the n-mode unfolded A(n). It is also easy to deduce

that as the matrices U (n) for n = 1, ..., N are orthonormal, the core tensor S can be
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obtained by switching the mode product from S to A as:

S = A×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T ...×N U (N)T (3.2.12)

Following this, we can state the HOSVD algorithm as follows:

1. For in = 1, ..., iN compute SVD of the n-mode unfolding of tensor A and set

the left singular matrix as U (n).

2. Compute core tensor as:

S = A×1 U (1)T ×2 U (2)T ...×N U (N)T (3.2.13)

Next, we discuss the applicability of HOSVD for the best rank (r1, ..., rN) approxima-

tion problem of 3.2.3 and the quality of approximation that is obtained by restricting

the rank of individual vector space of U (n) for n = 1, ..., N .

3.2.1.2 Approximation Property

Assume that the original tensor A has a multilinear rank of = (R − 1, ..., RN) and

the reduced multilinear rank we want is = (r1, ..., rN), where 1 ≤ rk ≤ Rk (for

k = 1, .., N). Let us say that this is done by removing the (rk+1 − RN) entries

of U (k) corresponding to the lowest singular values of SVD of A(k) and setting the

corresponding entries in S to zeros. Then, the approximated tensor Ã = S×1U
(1)×2

U (2)...×N U (N) has the approximation error:

||A − Ã|| =

R1∑
i1=1

...

RN∑
iN=1

s2
i1...iN

−
r1∑

i1=1

...

rN∑
iN=1

s2
i1...iN

(3.2.14)

where si1...iN is the i1...iN ’th entry to S and the error is only dependent on S as the

Frobenius norm is not affected by orthonormal transformation i.e. multiplication
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by U (k). Now we further manipulate the 3.2.14 as:

||A − Ã|| =

R1∑
i1=1

...

RN∑
iN=1

s2
i1...iN

−
r1∑

i1=1

...

rN∑
iN=1

s2
i1...iN

=

R1∑
i1=r1+1

...

RN∑
iN=rN+1

s2
i1...iN

≤
R1∑

i1=r1+1

...

iN=RN∑
iN=+1

s2
i1...iN

+ ... +

R1∑
i1=1

...

RN∑
iN=rN+1

s2
i1...iN

=

R1∑
i1=r1+1

σ
(1)
i1

2
+ ... +

RN∑
iN=rN+1

σ
(N)
iN

2

(3.2.15)

where σ
(n)
ik

is the n-mode singular values at ik’th position.

As we see, the approximation error is bounded by the sum of squares of smaller

singular values from all the modes. It is not an optimal solution, however, as the

smaller singular values are assumed to be smaller in comparison with the larger

singular values i.e. assuming (σ
(n)
rn � σ

(n)
rn+1). Then the solution provided by the

HOSVD approximation Ã offers a close approximation of the tensor A. Next, we

present an algorithm based on orthogonal iteration to reduce the approximation

error further.

3.2.2 Orthogonal Subspace Iteration

The approximation obtained by HOSVD for the best rank (r1, ..., rN) approximation

problem of 3.2.3 can be improved by an iterative method as proposed in the work of

(Lathauwer et al., 2000). Following the previous notation, the tensor A ∈ RI1×...×IN

is approximated by a tensor Ã = S ×1 U (1) ×2 ... ×N U (N) ∈ RI1×...×IN with the

multilinear rank of (r1, ..., rN). The error of approximation is given as:

||A − Ã||2 (3.2.16)
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We want to minimize the error further by estimating better Ã. In formal notation

that is equivalent to,

min f(Ã) := ||A − Ã||2 (3.2.17)

We expand the 3.2.17 as:

f(Ã) = ||A − Ã||2

= ||A||2 − 2〈A, Ã〉+ ||Ã||2
(3.2.18)

Now from the definition of the inner product, we can write as:

〈A, Ã〉 = 〈A,S ×1 U (1) ×2 ...×N U (N)〉

= 〈A ×1 U (1)T ×2 ...×N U (N)T ,S〉

= 〈S,S〉

= ||S||2

(3.2.19)

Moreover, from the property of the Frobenius norm we know that ||Ã|| = ||S||.
Substituting this and 3.2.19 in 3.2.18 we obtain:

f(Ã) = ||A||2 − 2||S||2 + ||S||2

= ||A||2 − ||S||2
(3.2.20)

Hence, we can conclude that minimizing f(Ã) is equivalent to maximizing ||S||2.
Let us define the optimization equation:

max g := ||S||2 = ||A ×1 U (1)T ×2 ...×N U (N)T ||2 (3.2.21)

This optimization problem again does not have any closed-form solution. However,

we can formulate an iterative solution based on the Alternating Variable Method

(Kroonenberg and Leeuw, 1980). The solution proceeds in stages, fixing all the

variables except one at each stage and then maximise 3.2.21 based on the free
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variables. Assuming that at the k’th stage we have fixed all the variables except

U (n), the optimization problem at this stage becomes:

g(U (n)) = ||A ×1 U (1)T ...×n−1 U (n−1)T ×n+1 U (n+1)T ...×N U (N)T ×n U (n)||2

= ||M(n) ×n U (n)||2

= ||U (n)(M (n))(n)||2

(3.2.22)

where M(n) = A×1 U (1)T ...×n−1 U (n−1)T ×n+1 U (n+1)T ...×N U (N)T and in the last

step the mode-product is expressed as the matrix product. We also want to preserve

the orthogonality of the matrix U (n). With this constraint the optimization problem

becomes:
max ||U (n)(M (n))(n)||2

s.t. U (n)T U (n) = I

(3.2.23)

This is a standard problem in linear algebra and the solution is provided by the

SVD decomposition of (M (n))(n) and U (n) is assigned the left singular matrix. We

perform this at every stage for n = 1, ..., N , and at each stage use the newest value

from the previous estimates. Once we finish computing all the U (n), we run the same

process again until convergence is achieved. The combined procedure is termed as

Tensor SVD and given in Algorithm 1.

3.2.2.1 Convergence

In the Tensor SVD algorithm, we used the Alternating Least Square (ALS) to op-

timize the multilinear maximization problem. The alternating variable method,

whilst providing the simplest tool for solving multivariate optimization problems,

suffers from poor convergence and cannot recover from local minima. However, we

assume that the HOSVD provides a reasonably good estimate (Eldén and Savas,

2009) and as we improve the estimate at each iteration, at the end of the algorithm

we can expect a solution that is sufficiently close to optimal. Alternative to ALS
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is the work of (Eldén and Savas, 2009), in which the authors propose a gradient

based approach on a Grassmann manifold to achieve faster convergence. However,

we found that the Tensor SVD algorithm is good enough for our purposes and leave

such extensions for future consideration.

Algorithm 1: Tensor SVD

Input: A ∈ RI1×...×IN and desired multilinear rank (r1, ..., rN) and desired
approximation error level ε

Output: S ∈ Rr1×...×rN and orthogonal matrices U (n) ∈ RIn×rn for n = 1, .., N .

1. Initial estimates (HOSVD): Perform HOSVD on the tensor A, as:

A = S ×1 U (1)...×N U (N)

and set {U (n)
0 }N

n=1 as the initial estimates for the following iterative
procedure.

2. Iterate until convergence:

• Compute M(1)
k+1 = A×2 U

(2)
k

T
×3 U

(3)
k

T
...×N U

(N)
k

T
, and set U

(1)
k+1 =left

singular matrix of SV D(M
(1)
k+1)(1)

• Compute M(2)
k+1 = A×1 U

(1)
k+1

T
×3 U

(3)
k

T
...×N U

(N)
k

T
, and set U

(2)
k+1 =left

singular matrix of SV D(M
(2)
k+1)(2)

• ...

• Compute M(N)
k+1 = A×1 U

(1)
k+1

T
×2 U

(2)
k+1...×N−1 U

(N−1)
k+1

T
, and set

U
(N)
k+1 =left singular matrix of SV D(M

(N)
k+1)(N)

• Check convergence: ||A−S ×1 U (1)×2 U (2)...×N U (N)||2 ≤ ε or a certain
numbers of iteration have been reached.

Converged values: U (1), ..., U (N),S = A×1 U (1)T ×2 ...×N U (N)T
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3.3 Multilinear Principal Component Analysis of

Face Image Ensembles

In this section, we will present the multilinear analysis framework of face image

ensembles. The analysis framework is primarily based on the Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) of a data matrix, however, as tensors have higher numbers of modes

than a matrix, PCA for the tensor data is built on the concept of multilinearity and

termed as Multilinear PCA. We proceed by presenting the tensor model of face

images and its decomposition with Multilinear PCA. In the end we also illustrate

the various facets of Multilinear PCA decomposition, applying it on a small face

dataset.

Face images taken from a person can differ based on the conditions of lighting,

the viewpoints of cameras, expressions in the face, ageing etc. For a face image

ensemble, being images from multiple people, identities of different persons also add

another mode of variability. In the multilinear analysis framework all the factors

that influence variations in a face image ensemble are assumed to be multilinear i.e.

the influences are independently linear and the factors are mutually independent,

and the analysis of the ensemble is performed through the analysis of those factor

spaces.

Given a face image ensemble of Np persons, each having images at exactly the same

Nl number of lighting and Nv number of viewpoints (total number of images per

person=NlNv), a face tensor is constructed as:

T(ip,il,iv) = IPip ,Lil
,Viv

(3.3.1)

where, IPip ,Lil
,Viv

∈ RNx is the image vector of ip’th person at il’th lighting and

iv’th viewpoint. T is a tensor of order 4 and, T ∈ RNp×Nl×Nv×Nx . A pictorial

representation of the tensor is presented in Fig 3.2.
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P1

P2

PNp

V1

V2

VNv

L1 L2 LNl

...

...

... ...

IP1L1V1

IP1LNl
VNv

IPNpLNl
VNv

Figure 3.2: A face tensor T ∈ RNp×Nl×Nv×Nx constructed from the images of Np

persons each having images at exactly the same Nl number of lighting and Nv

number of viewpoints, and the size of image vectors is Nx.

3.3.1 Multilinear PCA

Multilinear PCA of the face image tensor T , as defined in 3.3.1, is performed by

decomposing it using Tensor SVD (Algorithm 1), similar to the way PCA is per-

formed by computing SVD of the image data matrix. The Tensor SVD of the face

tensor yields four orthogonal subspaces and a core tensor as:

T = S ×1 UP ×2 UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (3.3.2)

where the columns of UP , UL, UV and UX define the person, lighting, viewpoint and

the pixel subspaces respectively. For the interpretation of the decomposition we will
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extend the concept of Principal Component Analysis into the multilinear analysis

framework. The columns in UX denote the traditional eigenfaces and the columns

of UP , UL and UV , denote the N ′
p(N

′
p ≤ Np), N ′

l (N
′
l ≤ Nl) and N ′

v(N
′
v ≤ Nv)

dominant eigenvectors of the person, lighting and viewpoint subspaces respectively.

We refer to these eigenvectors as eigen-person, eigen-lighting and eigen-viewpoint,

respectively.

Also, it is to be noted that each row of UP corresponds to a particular person. We

refer ip’th row of UP as the person-space representation of the person ip. Inter-

estingly, all the training images of ip’th person, irrespective of any variation, are

represented by a single point in the person space. Similarly, il’th row of UL refers to

the lighting space representation of the il’th lighting and iv’th row of UV refers to

the viewpoint space representation of the iv’th viewpoint. This unique association

of vectors with each identity across all the modes is one of the useful characteristics

of this framework and it will serve as a key element for solving various problems

presented in subsequent chapters.

The core tensor, S ∈ RN ′
p×N ′

l×N ′
v×N ′

x controls the mutual interaction between the

person, lighting, viewpoint and pixel subspaces. It is an important element of the

multilinear analysis as it can be viewed as a primitive structure that can be appro-

priately utilized to construct different representational images, which can be utilized

to achieve different types of representation.

3.3.2 Example

In this section we illustrate the output of the multilinear decomposition on an ex-

ample face image tensor. The tensor is created from a small dataset of 20 persons

having images in 20 different lighting conditions (Gao et al., 2008). Fig 3.3 shows

the appearance of 20 persons and Fig 3.4 shows the lighting variation across the 20

different lighting conditions. The image vectors are of size 4200.

The face tensor T is created from the above dataset following Eq. 3.3.1. T is

a tensor of order 3 and T ∈ R20×20×4200. After factorizing T using Tensor SVD

(Algorithm 1) we obtain:
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T = S ×1 UP ×2 UL ×3 UX (3.3.3)

Based on the concepts of multilinear analysis as discussed before, S is called the

core tensor and the columns of UP ∈ R20×20, UL ∈ R20×20 and UX ∈ R4200×400

defines the eigenpersons, eigenlightings and eigenpixels respectively. The eigenpixel

is equivalent to the eigenfaces (Turk and Pentland, 1991b), however, the concepts

of eigenpersons and eigenlighting is novel in the context of multilinear analysis. In

Fig 3.5, Fig 3.6 and Fig 3.7 we illustrate the images of the 20 eigenpersons at actual

neutral lighting, images of the first actual person at the 20 eigenlightings, and images

of the first 5 eigenpersons at first 4 eigenlightings, respectively.

Figure 3.3: Multilinear analysis example: Images of 20 persons at the neutral lighting
condition from PEAL dataset (Gao et al., 2008).
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Figure 3.4: Multilinear analysis example: Images of the first person at 20 different
lighting conditions.
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Figure 3.5: Multilinear analysis example: Images of eigenpersons at neutral light-
ing. The images are obtained from the tensor AP = S ×2 UL ×3 UX . Images are
individually shifted and scaled to gray-scale for illustrative purposes. As the images
show, the first eigenperson corresponding to the largest eigenvalue in the person
mode decomposition captures the average face, followed by other variations.
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Figure 3.6: Multilinear analysis example: Images of the first person at all the eigen-
lightings. The images are obtained from the tensor AL = S×1UP×3UX . Images are
individually shifted and scaled to gray-scale for illustrative purposes. As the images
show, the first eigenlighting corresponding to the largest eigenvalue in the lighting
mode decomposition, captures the average lighting scenario, which is incidentally
uniform lighting over whole of the face. Other eigen-variations are prominently
recovered in subsequent images.
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Figure 3.7: Multilinear analysis example: Images of the first 5 eigenpersons at the
first 4 eigenlightings. The images are obtained from the tensor AP = S ×3 UX .
Images are individually shifted and scaled to grayscale for illustrative purposes.

Similar eigen-modes can be discerned from a face tensor with different and higher

numbers of modes. It is also obvious that multilinear analysis adds many important

facets over linear analysis (such as PCA) by defining eigenpersons, eigenlightings,

etc. along with defining the eigenpixels, which are actually equivalent to the clas-

sical eigenfaces. This implies that multilinear analysis is potentially more powerful

than the simpler linear analysis tools. Subsequent chapters will explore different

eigenfactors and their inter-relations further to uniquely solve some of the problems

associated with machine based face recognition.
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3.4 Closing Remarks

In this chapter we presented the basic mathematical framework relating to tensor

decomposition and Multilinear PCA that will be used extensively in this thesis. The

basic premise of multilinear analysis is to model a face image ensemble as a face im-

age tensor and to perform decomposition similar to SVD, the particular algorithms

for the tensor case is termed as the Tensor SVD. The decomposition of tensor with

Tensor SVD is then interpreted using PCA like analysis. This analysis framework

is suitably termed Multilinear PCA as it deals with multiple modes in a multilinear

fashion. We also present a basic interpretation of the Multilinear PCA of the face

image tensor along with examples illustrating different aspects. In subsequent chap-

ters we will suitably broaden the horizon of the multilinear analysis framework to

propose unique approaches for face recognition, and subsequently provide solutions

to some of the basic issues concerning face recognition application to real-world

scenarios.
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Chapter 4

Recognising faces in unseen

modes: a tensor based approach

4.1 Introduction

As outlined in the introduction chapter, the implication of a practically useful face

recognition technology is far reaching. In applications ranging from machine percep-

tion to security applications the effect will be tremendous. Traditional face recogni-

tion algorithms, whilst providing good recognition rates for face images at controlled

circumstances, are vulnerable to face images subjected to uncontrolled variations in

lighting and viewpoints. In order to be robust, face recognition algorithms should

be able to identify faces irrespective of variations in facial expression, viewpoint

or lighting condition. Popular face recognition algorithms such as the Eigenface

(Turk and Pentland, 1991b) and the Fisherface (Belhumeur et al., 1997) are only

suitable for situations where the identity of the person is the only factor being

considered, encountering difficulty when there are variations in lighting, viewpoint,

expression etc. This is because these linear models are not intrinsically equipped

to deal with variations in more than one factor i.e. person identity. Attempts have

been made to overcome limitations in linear models by introducing non-linearity in

the classification stage, however, the results are inconsistent and the algorithms are

computationally expensive (Yang et al., 2000).

In comparison, multilinear models (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002b) provide an al-

ternative to accommodate variations across multiple factors in a simplistic manner,

providing a structure in non-linearity without excessive complication in the model.

Facial images are organised as a data tensor, with different factors of variation mod-
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elled as different modes of the data tensor. Subsequent application of Higher Order

SVD, a generalisation of SVD for higher order matrices, generates subspaces related

to every factor of variation. The power of such modelling is that it enables us to

construct effective representations depending on the variations observed in each sub-

space and the importance given to the associated factor (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos,

2002b). The effectiveness of such a representation results in better face recognition

performance than the linear models, as reported by Vasilescu et.al. in (Vasilescu and

Terzopoulos, 2002a). However, in their approach, only the person-mode decompo-

sition is used for recognition, whilst other mode decompositions are used optionally

to reduce the dimensionality of associated vector spaces (e.g. removing the dimen-

sions with low variance). More precisely, if we want to identify persons when the

facial images are only subjected to varying lighting conditions and viewpoints, a set

of eigenmodes are derived for each combination of lighting and viewpoint. These

eigenmodes are similar to eigenfaces, however, whilst eigenfaces capture variations

over all the images, eigenmodes capture variations over identities at particular com-

binations of lighting and viewpoint. These eigenmodes constitute the basis of vector

space at each combination of lighting and viewpoint. The notion of multilinearity

implies that a person in the training set has the same coefficient vector across all

the bases. A test image is projected on every basis and a set of candidate coefficient

vectors is generated. This set is then compared pair-wise to the set of person-specific

coefficient vectors to find the best matching pair.

An analysis of these approaches reveals the following shortcomings:

1. Though multilinear decomposition is used, essentially a set of coupled bases

is computed, based only on person-mode decomposition. This, we believe,

is a severe under-utilisation of the multilinear decomposition, which provides

a mechanism to unearth the hidden multilinear relationship among all the

factors (i.e. person, lighting and viewpoint).

2. The recognition procedure in (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a) (Wang and

Ahuja, 2003) requires linear projection at each lighting-viewpoint combina-

tion, and that makes the algorithm expensive when a large number of lighting

conditions and viewpoints are available in the training set.
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3. Testing images at unseen lighting or viewpoints have not been investigated well

as the projection bases do not contain any information regarding variations in

these factors.

Based on these observations and motivated to fully use the information of multilin-

ear relationship among the factors, we propose a recognition approach overcoming

these shortcomings. In particular, we base our approach on the core tensor, which

represents how the various factors interact with one another in a multilinear way to

create an image. When the core tensor is multiplied by the pixel space eigenvec-

tors (i.e. eigenimages), it transforms the eigenimages into eigenmodes. Contrary

to the previous person-specific eigenmodes, these multilinear eigenmodes are the

result of interaction among all the eigenfactors : eigenpersons, eigenlightings and

eigenviewpoints. This multilinear eigenmodes is then used as the projection basis in

the subsequent recognition algorithm. The proposed basis contains information on

the variations of all the factors, thereby it is equipped to handle unseen variation

in factors. A linear projection operator is then defined over this basis to obtain a

joint person-lighting-viewpoint description for a face image. Further, we provide a

mechanism to compute the description vectors for the training set in an efficient

way, directly from the decomposition result. We store the description vectors for

all the training images along with the projection operator. Given a test image, we

find the description vector by employing the projection operator and then seek the

closest training image.

The main contributions of this work are:

1. Novel insights are provided for the core tensor and its importance is established

as the controlling entity of the face tensor model. This was not mentioned in

previous works.

2. Scalability is achieved by exploiting the variance information of the factor

spaces, providing higher control over the recognition performance. For exam-

ple, if we know that in test scenarios there will only be small variation in the

viewpoints, we can discard most of the dimensions in the viewpoint space.

This can potentially increase both the speed and accuracy of testing.
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3. Our proposed approach is also applicable to test images taken at unseen con-

ditions as the variations in all the factor spaces are properly accounted in the

proposed projection basis. In comparison, the existing approach (Vasilescu

and Terzopoulos, 2002a) effectively uses only the person space, which renders

it ineffective when test images are at unseen conditions.

4. The proposed algorithm follows the conventional testing framework of pro-

jection followed by comparison, providing easy deployment in place of other

approaches such as, Eigenface, Fisherface etc.

The chapter is organized as follows: in section 4.2, we briefly review the tensor

model of face image ensembles and the Multilinear PCA algorithm, followed by a

brief overview on the existing recognition approach in section 4.3. The proposed

recognition approach is developed in section 4.4. In section 4.5, we provide some

experimental results, and finally section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Review: Tensor Model of Face Image Ensem-

bles

We follow the tensor model as described in the section 3.3, where the face image

tensor T is given by,

T(ip,il,iv) = IPip ,Lil
,Viv

(4.2.1)

with the usual notation of IPip ,Lil
,Viv

being the image vector of ip’th person at il’th

lighting and iv’th viewpoint. The Multilinear PCA decomposition of T is similarly

followed and is represented as:

T = S ×1 UP ×2 UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (4.2.2)

with the usual definition of S, UP , UL, and UV being followed. For a face image

tensor T with additional modes, suitable extension of terminology can be achieved.
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4.3 Existing Recognition Approach

We start with the Multilinear decomposition of the tensor T as defined in (4.2.2),

and define B as:

B = S ×2 UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (4.3.1)

Therefore, B ∈ RN ′
p×Nl×Nv×Nx . If B(person) denotes the unfolding of the tensor B in

the person mode, then

B(person) =



IP e
1 L1V1 IP e

1 L2V1 .. IP e
1 LNl

VNv

IP e
2 L1V1 IP e

2 L2V1 .. ..

.. .. .. ..

.. .. .. ..

IP e
N′

p
L1V1 .. .. IP e

N′
p
LNl

VNv


(4.3.2)

where, IP e
ip

Lil
Viv

is the image of ip’th eigenperson for the il’th lighting and iv’th

viewpoint. This can be rewritten as:

B(person) =
[

b(1,1) b(2,1) .... b(Nl,Nv)

]
(4.3.3)

where,

b(il,iv) =



IP e
1 Lil

Viv

IP e
2 Lil

Viv

....

....

IP e
N′

p
Lil

Viv


(4.3.4)

b(il,iv) is used as the projection basis for the (il, iv)’th combination. This results in

Nl × Nv number of distinct projection bases. It is also evident from (4.3.1) and

(4.2.2) that,

T = B ×1 UP

or, T(il,iv) = UP b(il,iv)

or, IPk,Lil
,Viv

= ckb(il,iv)

(4.3.5)
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where, ck is the k’th row of the matrix UP and it is specific to the k’th person. The

recognition algorithm is based on (4.3.5). A test image is projected on the basis of

b(il,iv), for all il and iv to generate a set of candidate coefficient vectors {cil,iv}. The

best matching cpm (i.e. that minimizes ||cp− cil,iv ||, for all il, iv and p) identifies the

test image as that of the person pm. As this method uses lighting-viewpoint specific

subspaces for projection, we term it MPCA-LV.

4.4 Proposed Recognition Approach

Motivated by our desire to exploit multilinear relations amongst the factors, we

present a new recognition approach using the information in the core tensor. We

derive the recognition scheme for the Multilinear PCA decomposition. Starting from

(4.2.2) we define A as:

A = S ×4 UX (4.4.1)

Let A(person) denote the unfolding of the tensor A in the person mode, then A(person)

can be written as:

A(person) =



IP e
1 Le

1V e
1

IP e
1 Le

2V e
1

.. IP e
1 Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v

IP e
2 Le

1V e
1

IP e
2 Le

2V e
1

.. ..

.. .. .. ..

.. .. .. ..

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
1

.. .. IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v


(4.4.2)

where, IP e
ip

Le
il

V e
iv

is the image of ip’th eigenperson for il’th eigen-lighting and iv’th

eigen-viewpoint. Further, A(person) can be rewritten as:

A(person) =
[

a(1,1) a(2,1) .... a(N ′
l ,N

′
v)

]
(4.4.3)

where,

a(il,iv) =


IP e

1 Le
il

V e
iv

IP e
2 Le

il
V e

iv

....

IP e
N′

p
Le

il
V e

iv

 (4.4.4)
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We define a multilinear eigen-space as:

Ã =


a(1,1)

a(2,1)

....

....

a(N ′
l ,N

′
v)

 (4.4.5)

Ã constitutes a vector space spanned by the rows of Ã. The N ′
p × N ′

l × N ′
v rows

combine elements of eigen-person, eigenlighting and eigenviewpoint and form the

basis of this vector space. We call this basis multilinear eigenmodes and use it as

the projection basis for the facial image.

The proposed basis has two distinct advantages. First, compared to the conventional

tensor based method, the proposed basis involves eigenmodes across person as well as

all the factors of variation, thereby truly exploiting the multilinear relations obtained

from the multilinear decompositions. Second, like PCA and unlike the conventional

tensor based method, the proposed method defines a unified basis for projection.

However, in the case of multi-factor variations in the dataset, our proposed basis is

physically more interpretable than that of the PCA.

The projection matrix, P for the basis Ã is:

P = Ã+ (4.4.6)

where, Ã+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Ã. Next we will show that the co-

efficient vector of training images for the projection matrix in (4.4.6) can be directly

calculated from the matrices UP , UL and UV in an efficient way.

Definition 7. Let us define MP as:

MP =


UP 0 0 0

0 UP 0 0

.... .... .... ....

0 0 0 UP

 (4.4.7)

where, UP is repeated diagonally for Nl ×Nv times.
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Let us define ML as:

ML =


UL 0 0 0

0 UL 0 0

.... .... .... ....

0 0 0 UL

 (4.4.8)

here, UL is repeated diagonally for Nv times and is defined as:

UL =



UL(1, 1)

UL(2, 1)

....

....

UL(N ′
p, 2)

UL(1, 2)

....

....

UL(N ′
p, Nl)


(4.4.9)

where UL(i, j) is a row vector of size N ′
p ×N ′

l defined as:

UL(i, j)(i+N ′
p×(k−1)) =

UL(j, k) for k = 1, ..., N ′
l

0 otherwise
(4.4.10)

Let us define MV as:

MV =



UV (1, 1)

UV (2, 1)

....

....

UV (N ′
p ×N ′

l , 1)

UV (1, 2)

....

....

UV (N ′
p ×N ′

l , Nv)


(4.4.11)
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where UV (i, j) is a row vector of size N ′
p ×N ′

l ×N ′
v defined as:

UV (i, j)(i+N ′
p×N ′

l (k−1)) =

UV (j, k) for k = 1, .., N ′
v

0 otherwise
(4.4.12)

Theorem 2. Let M = MP ×ML×MV . If mk is the k’th row of the matrix M then,

mk = IPipLil
Viv
× P (4.4.13)

where, ip = ((k− 1) mod Np + 1), il = ((d k
Np
e − 1) mod Nl + 1) and iv = (d k

Np×Nl
e).

Proof. Let us refer to Ã in (4.4.5), which is:

Ã =


a(1,1)

a(2,1)

....

....

a(N ′
l ,N

′
v)

 (4.4.14)

From the definition of a(il,iv) (4.4.4) we can observe that Ã contains images of in-

teraction between N ′
p eigen-persons, N ′

l eigenlightings and N ′
v eigenviewpoints. The

images in Ã are organized in such a way that the index for the eigen-persons varies

the fastest, followed by the index for the eigenlightings and finally, the index for the

eigenviewpoints varies the slowest. This structure implies that the image of inter-

action between the i′p’th eigen-person, i′l’th eigen-lighting and i′v’th eigenviewpoint,

IP e
i′p

Le
i′
l
V e

i′v
, can be found at the

(N ′
p ×N ′

l × (i′v − 1) + N ′
p × (i′l − 1) + i′p)’th row of Ã

We know that the image due to the interaction between the i′p’th eigen-person, i′l’th

eigen-lighting and iv’th actual viewpoint, IP e
i′p

Le
i′
l
Viv

, can be calculated as:

IP e
i′p

Le
i′
l
Viv

=

N ′
v∑

i′v=1

UV (iv, i
′
v)× IP e

i′p
Le

i′
l
V e

i′v
(4.4.15)
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Continuing,

IP e
i′p

Le
i′
l
Viv

=

N ′
v∑

i′v=1

{UV (iv, i
′
v)× (N ′

p ×N ′
l × (i′v − 1)

+N ′
p × (i′l − 1) + i′p)’th row of Ã}

= [iv’th row of UV ]× Y × Ã

(4.4.16)

where, Y is a selection matrix of size N ′
v× (N ′

p×N ′
l ×N ′

v) whose i′v’th row is defined

as:

Yi′v ,k =


1 if k = {(N ′

p ×N ′
l × (i′v − 1)+

N ′
p × (i′l − 1) + i′p)}

0 otherwise

(4.4.17)

Clearly, the first row of Y has entry 1 at the (N ′
p×(i′l−1)+i′p)’th position and the rest

are zero, the second row has entry 1 at (N ′
p×N ′

l +N ′
p× (i′l−1)+ i′p)’th position and

the rest are zero, the third row has an entry 1 at (N ′
p×N ′

l ×2+N ′
p× (i′l−1)+ i′p)’th

position and the rest are zero and so on. Hence if,

Z = [iv’th row of UV ]× Y (4.4.18)

then,

Z(i+N ′
p×N ′

l (k−1)) =

UV (iv, k) for k = 1, .., N ′
v

0 otherwise
(4.4.19)

where i = N ′
p × (i′l − 1) + i′p and Z is same as the definition of UV (i, iv) in (4.4.12).

Therefore, from (4.4.16) and (4.4.18), we can write:

IP e
i′p

Le
i′
l
Viv

= Z × Ã

= UV (N ′
p ×N ′

l (k − 1), iv)× Ã
(4.4.20)

Let us denote,

B = MV × Ã (4.4.21)

where MV is as defined in (4.4.11). From (4.4.11) and (4.4.20) it is easy to see that

MV transforms the images of Ã into the images, which are due to the interaction of

N ′
p eigenpersons and N ′

l eigenlightings at Nv actual viewpoints. The organization

of the images in B is similar to Ã. Now we can formulate a similar argument to

prove that pre-multiplication of B by ML generates images of N ′
p eigenpersons at
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Nl actual lighting conditions and Nv actual viewpoints. Let C = ML × B then

consequently pre-multiplication of C by MP generates images of Np actual persons

at Nl actual lighting conditions and Nv actual viewpoints. Let

D = MP × C

= MP ×ML ×B

= MP ×ML ×MV × Ã

(4.4.22)

The structure of D is again similar to Ã and the image of ip’th person at il’th lighting

and at iv’th viewpoint can be found at,

(Np ×Nl × (iv − 1) + Np × (il − 1) + ip)’th row of D (4.4.23)

Let us define M = MP ×ML ×MV , then from (4.4.22) we obtain:

D = M × Ã

=⇒ M = D × Ã+

= D × P

(4.4.24)

where P = Ã+. From (4.4.23) and from (4.4.24) we observe that (Np × Nl × (iv −
1)+Np× (il− 1)+ ip)’th row of M contains the coefficient of projection of the ip’th

person at il’th lighting and at iv’th viewpoint (IPipLil
Viv

), for the projection matrix

P . That implies that if mk is the k ’th row of the matrix M then,

mk = IPipLil
Viv
× P (4.4.25)

where, k = (Np ×Nl × (iv − 1) + Np × (il − 1) + ip) (4.4.26)

Solving (4.4.26) for ip, il and iv we obtain, ip = ((k− 1) mod Np + 1), il = ((d k
Np
e −

1) mod Nl + 1) and iv = (d k
Np×Nl

e).

It follows from the above theorem that matrix M = MP ×ML ×MV contains the

coefficients of projection of all the training images for the projection matrix P and

thus provides an efficient way to compute the coefficient set. Each row mk of the

matrix M refers to a training image, whose person, lighting and viewpoint indices

are provided by the above theorem.
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4.4.1 Algorithm

The algorithm for testing is given in Algorithm 2. As our method uses joint person-

lighting-viewpoint space description for recognition, we term it MPCA-JS.

Algorithm 2: Testing algorithm for MPCA-JS

Input: Test image IT , Projection matrix P and the Coefficient matrix M .

Output: Person identity of the test image pT

1. Find the description vector mT for the test image as,

mT = IT × P

2. Use a Nearest Neighbour classifier to find the best matching description
vector mb i.e. that minimizes,

min
k
||mT −mk|| for k = 1, ..., (Np ×Nl ×Nv)

where, mk is the k’th row of the matrix M . The distance measure that we
use is the cosine distance. For two vectors a and b the cosine distance
between them is defined as:

cosine dist(a, b) =
〈a , b〉
||a|| ||b||

3. The person identity, pT for the test image is the person identity of the best
matching vector mb and it is given by,

pT = ((b− 1) mod Np + 1)
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4.4.1.1 Complexity Analysis

The MPCA-JS algorithm has a complexity of matrix multiplication of O(NpNlNvNx)

to obtain the description vector of the test image, and a search complexity of

O(NpNlNv) to determine the nearest neighbour in the description vector space.

4.5 Experiments, Analysis and Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our proposed face recognition approach, MPCA-JS

against the existing multilinear analysis based method MPCA-LV (Vasilescu and

Terzopoulos, 2002a) and the PCA based Eigenface (Turk and Pentland, 1991b). The

experiments are conducted on a number of publicly available benchmark datasets.

Specifically, we use PEAL (Gao et al., 2008), YaleB Frontal (Georghiades et al.,

2001a) and Extended YaleB (Lee et al., 2005b) face database for experiments. The

Extended YaleB database contains images of 38 persons at 64 different lighting

conditions and at 9 different viewpoints. The YaleB frontal is a subset of the Ex-

tended YaleB database, which contains images of 38 persons at 64 different lighting

conditions, at the frontal viewpoint only. PEAL is a face-database of Chinese na-

tionals at different poses, lighting conditions and expressions (Gao et al., 2008). For

our experiment we have only chosen frontal images of 20 persons at 20 different

illuminations. The image size for the datasets are as follow: for YaleB Frontal,

[48× 42], for Extended YaleB, [32× 32], and for the PEAL dataset, [70× 60]. Prior

to the experiments, all the images were cropped and their eye-points were manually

aligned. Then all the image vectors were normalized to unity. For HOSVD and

other tensor operations, we used the tensor toolbox developed by Bader and Kolda

in MATLABTM (Bader and Kolda, 2007).

For the PEAL dataset, four sets of experiments are performed with 5, 7, 9 & 11

lighting conditions as training, and the rest for testing. For experiments on YaleB

Frontal dataset, a similar four sets of experiments are performed with 5, 10, 15 & 20

lighting conditions as training, whilst the rest are used for testing. For experiments

on the Extended YaleB database, images at 16 representative lighting conditions
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and at 5 representative viewpoints are used for training and the rest for testing.

Thus, in the experiments concerning PEAL and YaleB Frontal datasets, the test

images are at unseen lighting conditions and for the Extended YaleB database, the

test images are either at unseen lighting or viewpoints or at both unseen lighting

conditions and viewpoints. Each set of experiments on YaleB Frontal and PEAL

dataset is repeated 20 times on 20 random partitions of the datasets and the average

of the results are reported. The performance of the proposed approach is compared

with the PCA(Turk and Pentland, 1991b) and the existing approach, MPCA-LV

(Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a).

Traditionally, when PCA is used for recognition, the last few eigenvectors are re-

moved to improve performance. Here we use energy thresholding to retain the top-k

eigenvectors such that

min
k

∑k
j=1 λj∑n
j=1 λj

≥ thresh (4.5.1)

where, λj is the eigenvalue corresponding to the j′th eigenvector and λj−1 ≥ λj, n is

the total number of eigenvectors and thresh is the user specified threshold. In the

case of Multilinear PCA, the same energy thresholding is used to select the “k” in

each mode. In our experiment we set thresholds for PCA and for the pixel mode of

MPCA as 0.96, and for all other modes of MPCA the threshold is set as 0.99.

Regarding distance measures: PCA based recognition method uses the Euclidian

distance measure, and multilinear based methods use the Cosine distance measure,

as suggested in the prior work of (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a). All the exper-

iments have been performed in the Matlab environment, running on a Intel Xeon

8×2.3GHz server with 16GB RAM and without code optimization.

Experimental results on the PEAL dataset are presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2,

showing recognition accuracies and test times respectively. Similarly, Figures 4.3

and 4.4 present recognition accuracies and test times for experiments on the YaleB

Frontal dataset and finally, Figure 4.5 presents results of experiments on the Ex-

tended YaleB dataset.
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Figure 4.1: Recognition accuracy comparison on PEAL Lighting variation dataset.
20 persons with images at 20 different lighting conditions are divided into mutu-
ally exclusive training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are performed
with randomly chosen {5,7, 9, 11} lighting conditions for training and the rest for
testing. Recognition accuracy is the average classification accuracy over 20 random
partitions.
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Figure 4.2: Testing time comparison on PEAL Lighting variation dataset. 20 persons
with images at 20 different lighting conditions are divided into mutually exclusive
training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are performed with randomly
chosen {5,10,15,20} lighting conditions for training and the rest for testing. Test
time is for 100 test cases averaged over 20 random partitions.
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Figure 4.3: Recognition accuracy comparison on YaleB Frontal Lighting variation
dataset. 38 persons with images at 64 different lighting conditions are divided
into mutually exclusive training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are
performed with randomly chosen {5,10,15,20} lighting conditions for training and
the rest for testing. Recognition accuracy is the average classification accuracy over
20 random partitions.
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Figure 4.4: Testing time comparison on YaleB Frontal dataset with only Lighting
variation. 38 persons with images at 64 different lighting conditions are divided
into mutually exclusive training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are per-
formed with randomly chosen {5,10,15,20} lighting conditions for training and the
rest for testing. Test time is for 100 test cases averaged over 20 random partitions.
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Figure 4.5: Comparative results on Extended YaleB Lighting+Viewpoint variation
dataset. 38 persons with images at 64 different lighting and 9 different viewpoints
is divided into mutually exclusive training and testing parts with training set con-
taining images of all persons at 16 representative lighting conditions and at 5 repre-
sentative viewpoints, and the rest constituting the testing set. The test time is the
time taken to classify the first 100 test images.
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4.5.1 Observations

As can be seen from the Figures 4.1–4.5, in terms of recognition accuracy, our

proposed approach always outperforms the existing approach, MPCA-LV . Also the

recognition accuracy for our approach is considerably higher than the PCA based

recognition approach. MPCA-LV, whilst performing better than the PCA on the

PEAL and the YaleB frontal datasets, performs worse in the experiment on the

Extended YaleB dataset. This proves our claim that the full power of multilinear

analysis is not thoroughly utilized in the MPCA-LV. However, as MPCA-JS utilizes

all the factor spaces and their decompositions effectively, its performance is always

better than the PCA based method.

In terms of test time, MPCA-JS is always slower than the PCA, and faster than

MPCA-LV except when using the Extended YaleB dataset. The speed of MPCA-

JS essentially depends on the number of comparisons needed to be performed on

the multilinear eigenmode space, which in turn depends on the number of training

images. As the number of training images in Extended YaleB is high, the speed is

slower. However, for small datasets it is faster than the MPCA-LV algorithm and

even if it is slower in the Extended YaleB dataset, in terms of recognition accuracy

it provides the best result.

Overall, we can say that our approach, MPCA-JS, will in most cases be able to

provide higher recognition accuracy compared to the PCA and the existing multi-

linear analysis based approach, MPCA-LV (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a). The

MPCA-LV shows inconsistent performance compared to PCA and is not guaranteed

to provide benefits over PCA in all situations. However, this inconsistency is not the

result of any drawback related to the multilinear analysis as we see that MPCA-JS,

based on the same analysis framework, is able to achieve consistently higher perfor-

mance than the PCA based method. In terms of testing speed, MPCA-JS is slower

than the PCA, however, the difference of speed is not observed to be excessive.
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4.6 Closing Remarks

In this chapter we propose a novel face recognition approach based on the multilinear

analysis of face images that is capable of handling unseen variations in test images by

exploiting the interaction of subspaces in an effective manner. Experimental results

on the publicly available datasets show the superiority of our proposed recognition

approach over the conventional multilinear recognition approach. Whilst in some

situations the existing approach performs worse than the PCA, our proposed ap-

proach consistently outperforms it. Though the recognition performance provides

encouraging results, we also appreciate the fact that there is scope for improvement

once we take into account the other properties of core tensor and further exploit

the factor spaces. In the next chapter, we propose an approach that improves upon

testing time considerably by effectively exploiting the independence property of the

factor spaces, whilst keeping the recognition performance intact. However, this

chapter retains its fundamental importance by providing significant insights into

the intricacies of the multilinear analysis of face images ensembles.
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Chapter 5

Efficient Tensor Based Face

Recognition

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we proposed a multilinear analysis based face recognition

approach, MPCA-JS, observed to be better at handling images at unseen modes

compared to the existing multilinear analysis based approach of (Vasilescu and Ter-

zopoulos, 2002a) and the PCA based Eigenface approach. The central idea was to

fully utilize the factorization of the face image tensor by exploiting the information

in the core tensor. The core tensor serves as an important entity by playing the

role of a connection tensor between different factor subspaces and, therefore, in the

previous chapter we argued that the core tensor needs to be effectively utilized to

fully realize the benefit of multilinear analysis. Multilinear analysis, in comparison

to linear analysis, is able to unearth more complex structures (multilinear mani-

fold vs. linear manifold) of the face space, therefore as a minimum, any multilinear

analysis based recognition approach should perform better than linear analysis tech-

niques such as PCA. However, that was not the case with the existing tensor based

method. The MPCA-JS algorithm is developed on the concepts of multilinear eigen-

modes, obtained from the core tensor. The multilinear eigenmodes are the result

of multilinear analysis encompassing all the modes: persons, lighting, viewpoints

etc., and the proposed recognition algorithm MPCA-JS is based on using the set of

multilinear eigenmodes as the basis for representation and comparison. The func-

tioning of the algorithm is similar to the standard Eigenface algorithm of (Turk and

Pentland, 1991b), in which test images are compared to the training images on a

suitable projection basis, which is the set of multilinear eigenmodes for MPCA-JS,

and the closest matching training image is sought. Preliminary experiments on a few
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benchmark datasets demonstrated the superiority of the MPCA-JS approach against

both the PCA and the existing approach (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a), which

is termed MPCA-LV. However, further investigation of the MPCA-JS approach re-

veals the following weaknesses,

• Though the space of multilinear eigenmodes provides a general framework for

representation, it is inefficient for testing on a large database as the testing

involves comparison with the coefficients vectors of all the training images.

This results in a testing complexity of O(NT ), where NT is the total number

of training images.

• When there are multiple modes of variation with very few training instances

in each of them, the MPCA-JS algorithm encounters difficulties dealing with

the sparseness of training data in the high-dimensional multilinear eigenmode

space (the size of the space increases in a multiplicative way with the number

of modes). This leads to poor generalisation by the classifier and may result

in poor performance.

Based on these observations, we propose a new recognition approach to overcome the

shortcomings outlined above. More precisely, we define person-specific eigenmodes

that capture the variation across lightings and viewpoints for a particular person.

These person-specific eigenmodes are used as components of a person-specific basis.

A set of bases is defined with one particular basis corresponding to one particular

person. Each of these bases spans a limited subspace of the whole image space,

therefore, projections on these bases results in loss of information. However, pro-

jecting an image onto the same person-specific basis the image belongs to results in

the smallest loss of information. We use the reconstruction error to quantify the loss

of information. The basis, which gives the lowest reconstruction error, reveals the

identity of the test image. The proposed method can be thought of as a compart-

mentalization of the general multilinear eigenmode space corresponding to different

persons. Testing involves projection to Np (number of persons in the database)

number of bases and comparison of Np number of reconstruction errors, resulting in

a testing complexity of only O(Np). As Np << NT , we overcome the inefficiency of

MPCA-JS. Moreover, as the individual person-specific eigenmode spaces are much

smaller than the space of multilinear eigenmodes, we overcome the generalization

problem as well.
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The main contributions of this work are:

1. Developing a novel algorithm based on the same multilinear analysis based

approach as the previous method MPCA-JS, however, with significantly lower

computational complexity. The complexity of the new algorithm is O(Np)

(where Np is the number of persons), which is several times lower than the

complexity of MPCA-JS which has a complexity of O(NT ), where NT is the

total number of images in the dataset. Most importantly the reduction in

complexity order is not observed to significantly affect the recognition rate.

2. The new algorithm is also potentially superior to MPCA-JS as the segrega-

tion of multilinear eigenmodes from the whole multilinear eigenmodes provides

much smaller subspaces of person-specific eigenmodes compared to the higher

dimensional subspace of multilinear eigenmodes. This can potentially alleviate

the generalization problem as faced by MPCA-JS in certain scenarios.

The chapter is organized as follows: in section 5.2 we briefly recount the tensor

model of face image ensembles and the Multilinear PCA algorithm, followed by a

brief overview of the MPCA-JS in section 5.3. The proposed recognition approach

is developed in section 5.4; in section 5.5, we evaluate our algorithm against the

performance of MPCA-JS on a few benchmark datasets, and finally in section 5.6,

we conclude the chapter.

5.2 Review: Tensor Model of Face Image Ensem-

bles

We follow the tensor model as followed in the previous chapter and as described in

the section 3.3, where the face image tensor T is given by,

T(ip,il,iv) = IPip ,Lil
,Viv

(5.2.1)

with the usual notation of IPip ,Lil
,Viv

being the image vector of ip’th person at il’th

lighting and iv’th viewpoint. The Multilinear PCA decomposition of T is similarly
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followed from there and is represented as:

T = S ×1 UP ×2 UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (5.2.2)

with the usual definition of S, UP , UL, and UV being followed. For a face image

tensor T with additional modes, suitable extension of terminology can be achieved.

5.3 Review: MPCA-JS

MPCA-JS, as described in the previous chapter, uses multilinear eigenmodes as the

basis for face image representation and recognition. From (5.2.2) let us define,

A = S ×4 UX (5.3.1)

and if Aperson denotes the unfolding of the tensor A in the person mode, then

Aperson =


IP e

1 Le
1V e

1
.. IP e

1 Le
N′

l
V e

N′
v

IP e
2 Le

1V e
1

.. ..

... ... ...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
1

.. IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v

 (5.3.2)

where, IP e
i Le

jV e
k

is one specific multilinear eigenmode. These multilinear eigenmodes

are used as the components for the projection basis. The coefficient vectors of

projection for the training images are calculated separately from UP , UL, UV , and

stored for testing. Testing involves projecting the test image on the basis and

comparing that with the stored coefficient vectors to find out the nearest training

image, resulting in a testing complexity of O(Np ×Nl ×Nv).

5.4 Proposed Approach

Motivated by our desire to address the weaknesses of MPCA-JS, we present a new

algorithm utilising person-specific eigenmodes as the basis for projection. We derive
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our approach starting from the multilinear PCA decomposition of face tensor T , as

in (5.2.2) and then perform unfolding and matricization on the tensor, T to define

person-specific eigenmodes. The formulation is presented below.

Let us denote,

B = S ×1 UP (5.4.1)

and if Bperson denotes the unfolding of the tensor B in the person mode, then

Bperson =


Ie
P1Le

1V e
1

... ... Ie
P1Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v

Ie
P2Le

1V e
1

... ... ...

... ... ... ...

Ie
PNpLe

1V e
1

.. ... Ie
P e

Np
Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v

 (5.4.2)

where Ie
PipLe

il
V e

iv
is the eigen-image of the ip’th person at il’th eigen-lighting and at

iv’th eigen-viewpoint. Now, let us define:

B̃k =


Ie
PkLe

1V e
1

Ie
PkLe

2V e
1

...

Ie
PkLe

N′
l
V e

N′
v

 (5.4.3)

where, B̃k for k = 1, ..., Np are the person-specific bases. For a test image IT , the

projection on the basis B̃K will generate a description of how the images of a person

with identity K at different eigen-lighting and eigen-viewpoint are combined to

create the image. B̃K spans only a limited subspace, corresponding to the images of

K’th person out of the whole image space. Therefore, the projections on B̃K can only

preserve a certain fraction of information of the image IT . However, if IT belongs

to person K, then a projection on B̃K will preserve the maximum information of

the image, out of all {B̃k}Np

k=1. We will use the minimum reconstruction error as

the criterion to quantify the information preserved in a certain person-specific base.

Given a test image, we will project it on all the person-specific bases and measure

the reconstruction errors via back projection to the image space. The person-specific

basis corresponding to the minimum reconstruction error denotes the identity of the

test image. As the algorithm is based on person-specific bases, we denote it as

MPCA-PS. The algorithm for testing is presented in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Testing algorithm for MPCA-PS

Input: Test image IT , and {B̃k}Np

k=1.

Output: Identity of the test image.

1. For every k = 1, ..., Np compute

• ck
T = IT × B̃+

k

• ek = ||IT − ck
T × B̃k||

The distance measure we use is Euclidean distance.

2. If ekm is the smallest of {ek}Np

k=1 then the identity of IT is km.

5.4.1 Complexity Analysis

In terms of computational complexity, we have Np number of bases, resulting in Np

matrix multiplications, and Np distance calculations. Hence, our proposed method

is roughly of the order O(Np). Compared to that, MPCA-JS has only one matrix

multiplication, and (Np ×Nl ×Nv) distance calculations, resulting in an algorithm

of the order O(Np ×Nl ×Nv).

5.4.2 Remarks

In the previous chapter we proposed a general multilinear space encompassing all

the factors i.e. person, lighting, viewpoint etc. Though the space of multilinear

eigenmodes provides a general framework for representation, it is inefficient for test-

ing on large databases due to the testing complexity being of the order O(NT ),

where NT = Np×Nl×Nv is the number of training images. The proposed approach

can be thought of as a compartmentalization of the general multilinear space cor-

responding to the person identities, resulting in testing complexity of O(Np). As

Np << NT , we overcome the inefficiency of MPCA-JS, whilst experiments demon-

strate that the recognition performance remains intact. Moreover, as each of the

person-specific bases are Np times smaller than the original multilinear eigenmodes

space, the generalization problem as faced by MPCA-JS while dealing with the

multilinear eigenmodes is reduced in this case.
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5.5 Experiments, Analysis and Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our proposed recognition approach MPCA-PS, primarily

against the recognition approach developed in the previous chapter, MPCA-JS and

also with the PCA based Eigenface algorithm. Experiments are conducted on a

number of publicly available benchmark datasets. Specifically, we used PEAL (Gao

et al., 2008), YaleB Frontal (Georghiades et al., 2001a) and Extended YaleB (Lee

et al., 2005b) face databases. The datasets are the same as described in Section

4.5. Additionally, we used the Weizmann face database, having face images of 28

persons at 5 different viewpoints (0◦,±17◦,±34◦), 3 different lighting conditions and

2 different expressions. The image size for the Weizmann dataset is [64× 44]. Prior

to the experiments, all the images were cropped, their eye-points aligned manually,

then all the image vectors were normalized to unity. For HOSVD and other tensor

operations, we used the tensor toolbox developed by Bader and Kolda (Bader and

Kolda, 2007).

For the PEAL dataset, four sets of experiments are performed with randomly chosen

5, 7, 9 and 11 lighting conditions for training. and the rest for testing. Similarly, for

the YaleB Frontal dataset, four sets of experiments are performed with randomly

chosen 5, 10, 15 and 20 lighting conditions for training with the rest being used

for testing. For the experiments on the Extended YaleB database, 16 representa-

tive lighting conditions at 5 representative viewpoints are used for training and the

rest for testing. For the experiments on Weizmann face database, 3 representative

viewpoints (at 0◦ and ± 34◦) at 2 randomly selected lighting conditions and all the

expressions are used for training and the rest for testing. Thus, in both the PEAL

and YaleB Frontal database, the test images are at unseen lighting conditions. For

both Extended YaleB database and Weizmann database, the test images are either

at unseen lighting conditions, or at unseen viewpoints, or at both unseen lighting

conditions and viewpoints. For the experiments on PEAL and YaleB Frontal, each

set of experiments is repeated 20 times and the average results are reported. As

mentioned before, the performance of the proposed recognition procedure is com-

pared with PCA based Eigenface (Turk and Pentland, 1991b) and the previously

proposed multilinear analysis based algorithm, MPCA-JS.

We use the same energy thresholding, as discussed in the previous chapter to select
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eigenvectors in different modes: 0.96 for pixel modes and 0.99 for all other modes for

multilinear PCA, and 0.96 for PCA. The distance measures are also the same: PCA

uses Euclidean and MPCA-JS uses Cosine. All the experiments were performed

in the Matlab environment, running on a Intel Xeon 8×2.3GHz server with 16GB

RAM and without code optimization.

Experimental results on YaleB Frontal dataset are presented in Figures 5.1 and

5.2, showing the recognition accuracy and test time respectively. Similarly, Figures

5.3 and 5.4 presents the recognition accuracy and test time for experiments on the

PEAL lighting variation dataset. Figure 5.5 presents the results of experiments on

the Extended YaleB dataset, and finally Figure 5.6 presents the recognition results

for Weizmann dataset.
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Figure 5.1: Recognition accuracy comparison on YaleB Frontal Lighting variation
dataset. 38 persons with images at 64 different lighting conditions are divided
into mutually exclusive training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are
performed with randomly chosen {5,10,15,20} lighting conditions for training and
the rest for testing. Recognition accuracy is the average classification accuracy over
20 random partitions.
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Figure 5.2: Testing time comparison on YaleB Frontal dataset with only Lighting
variation. 38 persons with images at 64 different lighting conditions are divided
into mutually exclusive training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are per-
formed with randomly chosen {5,10,15,20} lighting conditions for training and the
rest for testing. Test time is for 100 test cases averaged over 20 random partitions.
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Figure 5.3: Recognition accuracy comparison on PEAL Lighting variation dataset.
20 persons with images at 20 different lighting conditions are divided into mutu-
ally exclusive training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are performed
with randomly chosen {5,7, 9, 11} lighting conditions for training and the rest for
testing. Recognition accuracy is the average classification accuracy over 20 random
partitions.
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Figure 5.4: Testing time comparison on PEAL Lighting variation dataset. 20 persons
with images at 20 different lighting conditions are divided into mutually exclusive
training and testing parts. Four sets of experiments are performed with randomly
chosen {5,10,15,20} lighting conditions for training and the rest for testing. Test
time is for 100 test cases averaged over 20 random partitions.
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Figure 5.5: Comparative results on Extended YaleB Lighting+Viewpoint variation
dataset. 38 persons with images at 64 different lighting and 9 different viewpoints
is divided into mutually exclusive training and testing parts with training set con-
taining images of all persons at 16 representative lighting conditions and at 5 repre-
sentative viewpoints, and the rest constituting the testing set. The test time is the
time taken to classify 100 test images.
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Figure 5.6: Comparative results on Weizmann Lighting+Viewpoint+Expression
variation dataset. 28 persons with images at 3 different lighting, 5 different view-
points and 2 different expressions is divided into mutually exclusive training and
testing parts with training set containing images of all persons at 2 representative
lighting conditions, 3 representing viewpoints and at all 2 expressions, and the rest
constitute the testing set. The test time is the time taken to classify 100 test images.
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5.5.1 Observations

From the experimental results as shown in the Figures 5.1-5.6, we can make the

following observations:

• In the YaleB Frontal dataset (Figures 5.1) and 5.2, the proposed MPCA-

PS approach provides a superior performance when compared with PCA and

MPCA-JS both in terms of recognition accuracy and speed. Whilst the recog-

nition accuracy is only slightly higher, the speed is around 8 times better than

the MPCA-JS approach.

• Similarly, in the Extended YaleB dataset (Figure 5.5), the performance is

superior to both the PCA and MPCA-JS in terms of both recognition accuracy

and speed. MPCA-PS is more than 20 times faster than MPCA-JS.

• However, in the PEAL dataset (Figures 5.3 and 5.4) MPCA-PS shows a lower

recognition rate than the MPCA-JS, but provides a better recognition rate

than PCA. In terms of testing speed, MPCA-PS is still the fastest. The

poor recognition accuracy of MPCA-PS in this dataset can be attributed to

the fact that the database is of Chinese nationals, who share a great deal of

similarity in appearance, thereby, there is much overlap among the person-

specific eigenmode spaces introducing errors in the classification.

• The result observed on the Weizmann dataset (Figure 5.6) is an interesting one.

In this experiment, MPCA-PS shows near perfect classification performance,

whilst the recognition performance of MPCA-JS is considerably worse than

the PCA. This is undesirable since a recognition method based on multilinear

analysis should be able to perform better than the linear approach of PCA. The

reason can be attributed to the fact that when the number of modes are high

with only a few samples in each mode, the resultant multilinear eigenmodes

becomes large (as the dimension of the space increases in the multiplicative way

with the numbers of modes) and sparse (as only a few images are available)

resulting in poor generalization of the NN classifier. However, the MPCA-

PS classification scheme is not directly dependent on the number of training
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samples and thus is insensitive to such issues. Also, we note that in these

experiments, the MPCA-PS is able to demonstrate its speed advantage by

being faster than both the MPCA-JS and PCA.

Overall, we observe that the MPCA-PS algorithm is able to provide the fastest

classification with recognition performance consistently better than PCA and similar

to that of MPCA-JS.

5.6 Closing Remarks

In this chapter we propose a new multilinear analysis based face recognition ap-

proach, MPCA-PS, that demonstrates huge speed advantages in testing when com-

pared to the algorithm developed in the last chapter, MPCA-JS. The increase in

efficiency is obtained through effectively manoeuvring the decomposition products,

whose physical interpretation is similar to compartmentalizing the multilinear eigen-

mode space corresponding to person identities. The testing requires projecting the

test image onto each person-specific basis and then seeking the basis that is the

most representative for the test image. In experiments, we found the speed advan-

tage of MPCA-PS is significant over the MPCA-JS approach when compared on

large datasets. In terms of recognition rate, MPCA-PS is always better than the

PCA and similar to that of MPCA-JS. However, we note that the experimental re-

sults provide only the indicative performance profiles for these two algorithms, and

such empirical comparisons may be of limited use when choosing an algorithm to be

used in a database which is qualitatively different from the experimented databases.

To address this concern, in the next chapter we present a comparison based on the

intrinsic qualities of these algorithms in a unified theoretical framework.
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Chapter 6

A Unified Tensor Framework

for Face Recognition

6.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters we have developed and discussed two different tensor

based algorithms for face image recognition, namely MPCA-JS and MPCA-PS, and

the existing work of (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a) that we term MPCA-LV. In

terms of performance, we observe that MPCA-LV is not suitable when test faces are

in unseen modes, a limitation which was effectively addressed by MPCA-JS. Further,

we observe that MPCA-JS is costly as it has a high complexity order and we propose

a new approach, MPCA-PS, that addresses the efficiency issue whilst maintaining

similar recognition performance. All of these approaches are based on the same Mul-

tilinear PCA decomposition, however, they differ widely in their development. We

developed our previous approaches mostly through mechanical operations, including

tensor unfolding, matrix reorganization etc., however, the development lacked a com-

prehensive mathematical formalism. The descriptions through eigenmodes and its

variants are, at best, intuitive in nature and used mainly for justifying the approach

rather than for the analysis of the solutions. For example, MPCA-PS algorithm of-

fers comparable performance to MPCA-JS, but at a significantly low computational

cost. However, it is not quite obvious as to why and how much impact it has on

the quality of solution and overall recognition accuracy as this increase in efficiency

is achieved. The only means of understanding is through a comparison that is to-

tally empirical, and has the associated problem of dealing with inconsistent order of

performance in different scenarios. Therefore, we aim to develop a framework that

will enable us to perform explicit and non-empirical comparisons between different

tensor based face recognition algorithms, solely based on their quality of solutions

whilst enabling us to predict performance in general scenarios.
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Tensor analysis through any form of multilinear decomposition is basically factor

analysis with different assumptions on the relations of the factors. For face images,

tensor analysis provides an ability to express a face image in terms of its constituent

factors (i.e. person, lighting, viewpoint etc.), while the relation between these factors

is governed by the choice of specific multilinear decompositions (eg Multilinear PCA/

Multilinear ICA etc.) used. Therefore, the basic principle of any tensor based

approach can be best understood in terms of the way it utilizes different factors.

In this chapter, we build a framework based on the factor analysis principles and

re-formulate all tensor based face recognition methods in this framework to obtain

a clearer and compact interpretation.

We start by developing an optimization problem relating a face image to its con-

stituent factors (eg. person, lighting, viewpoint etc.). This stems directly from the

way face images are modelled through a tensor and its decomposition. From factor

analysis principles, we know that all factors are independent and thus invariant to

the changes of other factors. The property of invariance between different factors

implies that all the images of a person have the same value for its person-factor

irrespective of the lighting or viewpoint conditions. Similarly, this notion carries

over to all the other factors. This independence property of factors is useful in the

sense that if we can obtain the person-factor value or person-space representation

of an image, we can readily identify the image by matching it to the stored person-

space representations of the known persons. The optimization problem can be solved

directly using the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) method and the test image is

factorized to obtain the person-factor value that can be used for recognition. How-

ever, in practice ALS is extremely slow in convergence and may fail to converge if

the factor spaces are high-dimensional or highly correlated, as noted in (Lathauwer

et al., 2000). As there are no better ways to solve such optimization problems, we

investigate alternative ways based on our understanding of the specific multilinear

structure arising from the Multilinear PCA decomposition of the face image tensor

and the domain knowledge of face image and recognition problem. In order to do

so, we first develop a general framework that offers two key advantages:

1. It allows different assumptions about factors to be explicitly articulated and

incorporated in precise mathematical form.
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2. It enables the development of different strategies for optimization that exploit

specific factor spaces and their relationships.

Within these parameters, we discover that the existing methods of MPCA-LV,

MPCA-JS and MPCA-PS solve the same optimization problem by adopting differ-

ent assumptions about the factors and employing different strategies on the factor

spaces and their relations. We thoroughly describe the direct approach as well as

alternative derivations of MPCA-LV, MPCA-JS, and MPCA-PS in a single frame-

work. Comparative analysis of these assumptions and strategies reveals the quality

of solution offered by these methods and provides the desired measure of compar-

ison. Not only does this framework provide a theoretical mode of comparison, it

also helps us to analyse failure modes for different recognition scenarios, and pre-

dicts their performance in any scenario, which is critical when considered from an

application point of view.

The outline of this chapter is as follows: in section 6.2 we review the tensor model

for multilinear face image analysis, while in section 6.3 we elaborate our framework

and formulate four different face recognition methods, followed by a theoretical

comparison and an analysis of the failure modes. Section 6.4 contains experimental

results and detailed analysis of the results based on the proposed framework, and

section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

6.2 Review: Tensor Model of Face Image Ensem-

bles

We follow the tensor model as followed in the previous chapter and as described in

Section 3.3, where the face image tensor T is given by,

T(ip,il,iv) = IPip ,Lil
,Viv

(6.2.1)

with the usual notation of IPip ,Lil
,Viv

being the image vector of ip’th person at il’th

lighting and iv’th viewpoint. The Multilinear PCA decomposition of T is similarly
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followed from there and is represented as:

T = S ×1 UP ×2 UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (6.2.2)

with the usual definition of S, UP , UL, and UV being followed. For a face image

tensor T with additional modes, suitable extension of terminology can be achieved.

6.3 Proposed Recognition Framework

From (6.2.2), if up(∈ RN ′
p), ul(∈ RN ′

l ) and uv(∈ RN ′
v) are respectively the person

space, lighting space and viewpoint space projections for a test image IT , we have,

IT = S ×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv ×4 UX (6.3.1)

To represent the test image in the tensor framework, we need to compute up, ul and uv

for IT . For this purpose, we can formulate a multilinear least squares problem as:

min
up,ul,uv

||IT − S ×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv ×4 UX ||2 (6.3.2)

6.3.1 Approach 1: MPCA-ML

We have mentioned earlier that each person in the training database has a unique

representation in the person space. Therefore, the most direct way to perform

recognition is to compare the person space projection of the test image IT with the

person space representation of all the training persons. We can solve the multilinear

optimization problem (6.3.2) directly using the Alternating Least Squares method

(ALS) (Kroonenberg and Leeuw, 1980). In this method up, ul and uv are initialized

to some random values and then the equation (6.3.2) is alternatively optimized over

a single variable while keeping others fixed. After a sufficient number of iterations,

we hope to achieve the convergence, indicated by minute difference in the consecutive

estimates of the values of up, ul and uv. The algorithm is terminated when all the

differences are below a certain threshold or a certain number of iterations have

reached. The recognition algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: Testing algorithm for the MPCA-ML

Input: Test image IT and S, UX

Output: Identity of the test image.

1. ALS method: initialize up ∈ RN ′
p , ul ∈ RN ′

l and uv ∈ RN ′
v to some random

values.

• Step 1: Compute up
new as,

up
new = IT × ((S ×2 ul ×3 uv ×4 UX)(person))

+

• Step 2: Compute ul
new as,

ul
new = IT × ((S ×1 up

new ×3 uv ×4 UX)(lighting))
+

• Step 3: Compute uv
new as,

uv
new = IT × ((S ×1 up

new ×2 ul
new ×4 UX)(viewpoint))

+

• Step 4: Check for convergence and set up = up
new,

ul = ul
new and uv = uv

new.

• Step 5: Go to Step 1, if convergence of up, ul and uv is not achieved or a
preset number of iteration has been reached.

2. If {cip}
Np

ip=1 are the rows of UP and if ipm minimizes

min
ip
||up − cip ||

then identity of IT is ipm .

The major advantage of this solution is that it is easy to incorporate any prior

knowledge of lighting or pose of the test image by initializing or fixing ul and uv

to certain values. Also, we obtain all the factor-space projection of the test image,

enabling us to estimate the lighting or pose of the face in the same framework.

However, as discussed earlier, ALS suffers from poor convergence rates and may fail

to converge in case of high-dimensional factor spaces. This results in an extremely

expensive method coupled with poor performance for large databases.
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6.3.2 Approach 2: MPCA-LV

As seen in the previous algorithm, even though a direct multilinear solution using

ALS offers a simple approach to obtain a solution, the computation requirement

can be high even for small databases. Also, we estimate both the lighting space

and viewpoint space projection of the test image, though only the person space

projection is sufficient for recognition. Considering this, the computational cost can

be reduced if we avoid estimating ul, uv and instead solve (6.3.2) over a fixed set of

{(ul, uv)}. Let (u∗l , u
∗
v) be a member from the set {(ul, uv)}, then equation (6.3.2)

can be reformulated as:

min
up

||IT − S ×1 up ×2 u∗l ×3 u∗v ×4 UX ||2 (6.3.3)

Following the definition of mode-k multiplication to a tensor, this can equivalently

be written as:

min
up

||IT − up × (S ×2 u∗l ×3 u∗v ×4 UX)(person)||2 (6.3.4)

Fortunately, this is a linear equation and the optimal up for (u∗l , u
∗
v) can be computed

as:

up = IT × (S ×2 u∗l ×3 u∗v ×4 UX)+
(person) (6.3.5)

where the superscript + implies Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. For each possible

pairs of {ul, uv}, we obtain an optimal solution for up, resulting in a set of {up}.
To create the set {ul, uv}, we assume that our training database is well-represented,

implying that the lighting conditions and pose of the testing images are very close to

the training lighting conditions and pose. Therefore, we fix ul to the set of training

lightings and uv to the set of training viewpoints. Let uk1
l = k1’th row of UL and

uk2
v = k2’th row of UV , then the set is created as, {(uk1

l , uk2
v ) for k1 = 1, ..., Nl k2 =

1, ..., Nv}. Clearly the cardinality of the set is NlNv. Using (6.3.5), we generate a

set of person space representation for IT , over the set {(ul, uv)} as:

uk1k2
p = IT × (S ×2 uk1

l ×3 uk2
v ×4 UX)+

(person) ∀ k1, k2

= IT × Ak1k2

(6.3.6)
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The set of person space representations, {uk1k2
p for k1 = 1, ..., Nl k2 = 1, ..., Nv} is

then compared pairwise to the person space representation of the training persons

and the best matching person is found. The recognition algorithm is presented in

Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Testing algorithm for MPCA-LV

Input: Test image IT , and S, UX

Output: Identity of the test image.

Precalculate: Ak1k2 = (S ×2 uk1
l ×3 uk2

v ×4 UX)+
(person)

1. For k1 = 1, ..., Nl and k2 = 1, ..., Nv compute,

uk1k2
p = IT × Ak1k2

2. If {cip}
Np

ip=1 are the rows of UP and if ipm minimizes

min
ip,k1,k2

||uk1k2
p − cip ||

then identity of IT is ipm .

This algorithm is an attempt to solve the optimization problem in deterministic time,

though at the cost of obtaining a suboptimal solution. The suboptimal solution is

near-optimal when our assumption that the test images do not have large variations

compared to the training images is valid. However, if the variation is large, the

estimation of up would be inaccurate and the recognition performance based on up

would be poor. On the other hand, we still retain the advantage of incorporating

prior knowledge in terms of manipulating ul and uv individually, either by fixing

them to a certain set of values or excluding a certain subset of values from the

existing set. It is also obvious that this approach is similar to the idea described in

(Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a). However, by re-deriving this on our framework,

we are able to gain more insights on how this algorithm is expected to behave in

different scenarios. Specifically, we show that the inability of this approach to handle

faces at unseen modes is because it is not designed to handle such conditions.
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6.3.3 Approach 3: MPCA-JS

In this approach we exploit the structure of the core tensor to cast (6.3.2) as a linear

least squares problem. From (6.3.2), we obtain the person space, lighting space

and viewpoint space descriptions for a test image. The core tensor contains the

multilinear relationship between the person space, lighting space and the viewpoint

space. The person space, lighting space and viewpoint space projection vectors

interact with the core tensor in the mode-specific linear way to approximate the

image. Through manipulating the structure inside the core tensor, we will shift the

multilinearity from the core tensor side to the description side. An image will now

be described by a multilinear function of person space, lighting space and viewpoint

space projection vectors and will be approximated by a linear multiplication of the

description vector with a matrix derived from the core tensor. As a result, instead

of multilinear optimization, we obtain a linear equation to compute the description

vector for a test image, thereby saving computation cost and solving it optimally.

Based on this idea, we provide the necessary mathematical derivation to develop a

recognition algorithm.

Let us start by defining:

A = S ×4 UX (6.3.7)

With analogy to the definition of T , we can state that,

A(ip,il,iv) = IP e
ip

Le
il

V e
iv

(6.3.8)

where IP e
ip

Le
il

V e
iv

is the image of ip’th eigenperson at il’th eigenlighting and iv’th

eigenviewpoint. Following the usual definition of up, ul and uv for the test image IT

we can write that,

IT = S ×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv ×4 UX (6.3.9)

And, following the definition of A from (6.3.7) we can rewrite the above as:

IT = A×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv (6.3.10)

Next we provide the formulation to shift the multilinearity from the core tensor side

to the description vector side. Applying the rule of mode multiplication, (6.3.10)
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can be written as:

IT =

N ′
v∑

iv=1

uv(iv).

N ′
l∑

il=1

ul(il).

N ′
p∑

ip=1

up(ip).IP e
ip

Le
il

V e
iv

=

N ′
v∑

iv=1

uv(iv).

N ′
l∑

il=1

ul(il).up.


IP e

1 Le
il

V e
iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

il
V e

iv



=

N ′
v∑

iv=1

uv(iv).
{

ul(1).up


IP e

1 Le
1V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
iv

 + ... + ul(N
′
l ).up


IP e

1 Le
N′

l
V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

iv

}
(6.3.11)

⇒ IT =

N ′
v∑

iv=1

uv(iv).ul.



up


IP e

1 Le
1V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
iv

 ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... up


IP e

1 Le
N′

l
V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

iv





=

N ′
v∑

iv=1

uv(iv).ul.

 up ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... up


(N ′

l ×N ′
pN

′
l )

.




IP e

1 Le
1V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
iv


...

...
IP e

1 Le
N′

l
V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

iv





(6.3.12)
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Let us denote:

 up ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... up

 .




IP e

1 Le
1V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
iv


...

IP e
1 Le

N′
l
V e

iv

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

iv




= Yiv (6.3.13)

then we can rewrite (6.3.12) as:

IT =

N ′
v∑

iv=1

uv(iv).ul.Yiv

= uv.

 ul.Yiv=1 ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... ul.Yiv=N ′
v

 = uv.

 ul ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... ul


(N ′

v ×N ′
lN

′
v)

.


Yiv=1

..

..

Yiv=N ′
v


(6.3.14)

Substituting Yiv with its definition and after few more steps we obtain:

IT = uv.

 ul ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... ul


(N ′

v ×N ′
lN

′
v)

.


up ... ... ... 0

... up ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ...

... ... ... ... ...

0 ... ... ... up


(N ′

vN ′
l ×N ′

vN ′
lN

′
p)

.



IP e
1 Le

1V e
1

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
1

IP e
1 Le

2V e
1

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e
1

IP e
1 Le

1V e
2

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v


(N ′

vN ′
lN

′
p ×Nx)

⇒ IT = f(up, ul, uv) . Ã

(6.3.15)
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f : RN ′
p ×RN ′

l ×RN ′
v → RN ′

pN ′
lN

′
v is a multilinear function over up, ul, uv. Ã contains

images of all the eigenpersons at all the eigenlightings and eigenviewpoints, and

therefore, a derivative from the core tensor. Let dT = f(up, ul, uv) be the description

vector for IT , then we can reformulate (6.3.2) as:

min
dT

||IT − dT . Ã||2 (6.3.16)

Fortunately, this is a linear problem and the least squares solution for dT is computed

as:

dT = IT × Ã+ (6.3.17)

It is to be noted that, the optimal solution for dT implies optimal solution for up, ul

and uv as well, in contrast to the previous algorithm MPCA-LV, where we had a

suboptimal solution of the optimization problem. However, on the flip side, given dT ,

we cannot compute up uniquely, and therefore, we cannot use the usual recognition

approach of comparing up in the person space as followed by both MPCA-ML and

MPCA-LV. We need to compute description vectors for all the training images and

store them for recognition. Recognition follows an Eigenface like algorithm, where

dT is compared to the stored description vectors and the best matching training

image is found. Next, we will show that the description vectors of training images

can be directly calculated from the matrices UP , UL and UV in an efficient way.

Definition 8. Let us define CP as:

CP =


C

(1)
P

C
(2)
P

...

...

C
(Np)
P

 (6.3.18)

where, C
(k)
P is defined as:

C
(k)
P =


u

(k)
p 0 ... 0

0 u
(k)
p ... 0

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... u
(k)
p

 (6.3.19)
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where, u
(k)
p (= k’th row of UP ) is repeated diagonally for N ′

lN
′
v times.

Similarly we can define CL as:

CL =


C

(1)
L

C
(2)
L

...

...

C
(Nl)
L

 (6.3.20)

where, C
(k)
L is defined as:

C
(k)
L =


u

(k)
l 0 ... 0

0 u
(k)
l ... 0

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... u
(k)
l

 (6.3.21)

where, u
(k)
l (= k’th row of UL) is repeated diagonally for N ′

vNp times.

And CV as:

CV =


C

(1)
V

C
(2)
V

...

...

C
(Nv)
V

 (6.3.22)

where, C
(k)
V is defined as:

C
(k)
V =


u

(k)
v 0 ... 0

0 u
(k)
v ... 0

... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... u
(k)
v

 (6.3.23)

where, u
(k)
v (= k’th row of UV ) is repeated diagonally for NpNl times.
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Based on the above definitions, the following theorem provides the desired relation-

ship between the image description vector and CP , CL & CV , which were in turn

calculated from the matrices UP , UL and UV .

Theorem 3. Let M = CV ×CL ×CP . If mk is the k’th row of the matrix M then,

mk = IPipLil
Viv
× Ã+ (6.3.24)

where the indices for person, lighting and viewpoint is gives as,

• ip = ((k − 1) mod Np + 1)

• il = ((d k
Np
e − 1) mod Nl + 1)

• iv = (d k
Np×Nl

e)

Proof. Let us start with the definition of Ã:

Ã =



IP e
1 Le

1V e
1

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
1

IP e
1 Le

2V e
1

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e
1

IP e
1 Le

1V e
2

...

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v



(6.3.25)

Let,

D
(k)
1 = C

(k)
P × Ã (6.3.26)
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then substituting the C
(k)
P from (6.3.19) and Ã from (6.3.25),

D
(k)
1 =


uk

p 0 ... 0

0 uk
p ... 0

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... uk
p

 .



IP e
1 Le

1V e
1

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

1V e
1

IP e
1 Le

2V e
1

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e
1

IP e
1 Le

1V e
2

...

...

IP e
N′

p
Le

N′
l
V e

N′
v



⇒ D
(k)
1 =



N ′
p∑

j=1

uk
p(j).IP e

j Le
1V e

1

N ′
p∑

j=1

uk
p(j).IP e

j Le
2V e

1

............
N ′

p∑
j=1

uk
p(j).IP e

j Le
N′

l
V e
1

N ′
p∑

j=1

uk
p(j).IP e

j Le
1V e

2

.............

.............
N ′

p∑
j=1

uk
p(j).IP e

j Le
N′

l
V e

N′
v



=



IPkLe
1V e

1

IPkLe
2V e

1

............

IPkLe
N′

l
V e
1

IPkLe
1V e

2

.............

.............

IPkLe
N′

l
V e

N′
v



(6.3.27)

where, IPkLe
k1

V e
k2

=
∑N ′

p

j=1 uk
p(j).IP e

j Le
k1

V e
k2

is the image of k’th actual person at k1’th

eigenlighting and k2’th eigenviewpoint.

Let us define:

D1 = CP × Ã (6.3.28)
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then substituting CP from (6.3.18) we obtain:

D1 =
[

C
(1)
P C

(2)
P ......C

(Np)
P

]T

Ã =
[

D
(1)
1 D

(2)
1 ......D

(Np)
1

]T

=



IP1Le
1V e

1

...

IP1Le
N′

l
V e
1

IP1Le
1V e

2

...

IP1Le
N′

l
V e

N′
v

IP2Le
1V e

1

...

...

IPNpLe
N′

l
V e

N′
v


(6.3.29)

Following a similar derivation:

D2 = CL ×D1 =



IP1L1V e
1

...

IP1L1V e
N′

v

IP2L1V e
1

...

IPNpL1V e
N′

v

IP1L2V e
1

...

...

IPNpLNl
V e

N′
v



(6.3.30)
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and finally:

D3 = CV ×D2 =



IP1L1V1

...

IPNpL1V1

IP1L2V1

...

IPNpLNl
V1

IP1L1V2

...

...

IPNpLNl
VNv



(6.3.31)

The structure of D3 is such that the image IPipLil
Viv

can be found at

(Np ×Nl × (iv − 1) + Np × (il − 1) + ip)’th row of D3 (6.3.32)

Now,

D3 = CV ×D2

= CV × CL ×D1

= CV × CL × CP × Ã

= M× Ã

=> M = D3 × Ã+ (+ implies pseudoinverse)

(6.3.33)

If mk is the k’th row of M and if

k = Np ×Nl × (iv − 1) + Np × (il − 1) + ip (6.3.34)

then,

mk = k’th row of D3 × Ã+

= IPipLil
Viv
× Ã+

(6.3.35)

Solving (6.3.34) for ip, il and iv we obtain, ip = ((k− 1) mod Np + 1), il = ((d k
Np
e −

1) mod Nl + 1) and iv = (d k
Np×Nl

e).

It follows from the Theorem 3 that the matrix M = CV × CL × CP contains the

description vectors, f(up, ul, uv) of all training images. Each row mk of the matrix
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M refers to the description vector of a training image, whose person, lighting and

viewpoint indices are provided by the above theorem. The algorithm for testing is

presented in the Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: Testing algorithm for MPCA-JS

Input: Test image IT , Projection matrix P = Ã+ and the Coefficient matrix M .

Output: Person identity of the test image pT

1. Find the description vector mT for the test image as,

mT = IT × P

2. Use a Nearest Neighbour classifier to find the best matching description
vector mb i.e. that minimizes,

min
k
||mT −mk|| for k = 1, ..., (Np ×Nl ×Nv)

where, mk is the k’th row of the matrix M . The distance measure we use is
the cosine distance. For two vectors a and b the cosine distance between
them is defined as,

cosine dist(a, b) =
〈a , b〉
||a|| ||b||

3. The person identity, pT for the test image is the person identity of the best
matching vector mb and it is given by,

pT = ((b− 1) mod Np + 1)

Clearly, this algorithm provides a deterministic approach to solve (6.3.2) without

losing the optimality in solution, and hence, is superior to both the previous al-

gorithms. Another major advantage is that it follows the conventional method of

recognition i.e. projection (generation of description vector) followed by classifica-

tion. Therefore, sophisticated classifiers can be used to improve the performance

of the testing algorithm. However, a naive implementation using NN classifier can

be enormously expensive, as the search complexity is O(NpNlNvN
′
pN

′
lN

′
v). In com-

parison, MPCA-ML has a search complexity of only O(NpN
′
p) and MPCA-LV has a

search complexity of only O(NlNvNpN
′
p). Another point to be noted is that it uses

a modified descriptor for recognition as opposed to the person factor used in the
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previous method. Also, it is clear from the algorithm that this approach is similar

to the ideas presented in Chapter 4. However, through this alternative derivation

we are able describe the methods in a cleaner way by explicitly stating the qual-

ity of solution it offers and then linking the performance to it. Significantly, this

approach is distinct from the previous approaches in the sense that it uses a multi-

linear combination of all factors as the descriptor instead of the usual person space

representation. The power of discrimination of this descriptor may be reduced con-

siderably as more and more factors are added with the person-factor. Therefore,

this method will provide good performance when the number of factors is low, and

may fail when the number becomes higher.

6.3.4 Approach 4: MPCA-PS

In all the previous approaches, whilst solving (6.3.2) we allow up to be a free variable

and solve the optimization problem. For recognition, we either directly use up

for recognition as in MPCA-ML and MPCA-LV, or use a description that is a

function of up, as in MPCA-JS. However, as we recognize persons that are present

in our training database, we expect up to be the same as that of person space

representation of the person the test image belongs to. Following this idea, we

can simplify the optimization problem of (6.3.2), by finding its minima over the

set of person space representations of the training persons. As each individual

row of UP refers to a specific person, we make a candidate set of up such that

{uk
p = k’th row of UP , for k = 1, 2, ..., Np}. For each uk

p we generate a multilinear

optimization subproblem that is multilinear in ul, uv. We follow similar techniques

as in MPCA-JS to solve these multilinear subproblems and finally we compute the

overall minima out of those subproblems. The specific uk
p, which provides the overall

minima, reveals the identity of the test image as that of person k. Specifically, we

modify (6.3.2) as:

min
k,ul,uv

||IT − S ×1 uk
p ×2 ul ×3 uv ×4 UX ||2 (6.3.36)

Next, we develop a mechanism to solve this optimization problem. We start by

defining:

Bk = S ×1 uk
p ×4 UX (6.3.37)
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Clearly, B ∈ R1×N ′
l×N ′

v×Nx . With analogy to the definition of T , we can state that,

Bk(1, il, iv) = IPkLe
il

V e
iv

(6.3.38)

where, IPkLe
il

V e
iv

is the image of k’th person at il’th eigenlighting and iv’th eigenview-

point. If the test image, IT belongs to the K’th person and, ul, uv are its projection

in lighting and viewpoint space respectively then,

IT = S ×1 uK
p ×2 ul ×3 uv ×4 UX

= BK ×2 ul ×3 uv

(6.3.39)

Following the rule of mode multiplication, (6.3.39) can be written as:

IT =
∑N ′

v
iv=1 uv(iv).

∑N ′
l

il=1 ul(il).IPKLe
il

V e
iv

=
∑N ′

v
iv=1 uv(iv).ul.


IPKLe

1V e
iv

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e

iv



= uv(1).ul


IPKLe

1V e
1

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e
1

 + ... + uv(N
′
v).ul


IPKLe

1V e
N′

v

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e

N′
v



= uv.



ul


IPKLe

1V e
1

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e
1

 ... 0

0 ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... ul


IPKLe

1V e
N′

v

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e

N′
v





(6.3.40)
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⇒ IT = uv

 ul ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... ul


N ′

v ×N ′
lN

′
v

.




IPKLe

1V e
1

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e
1


...

...
IPKLe

1V e
N′

v

...

IPKLe
N′

l
V e

N′
v




⇒ IT = g(uv, ul).B̃K

(6.3.41)

where, g : RN ′
l × RN ′

v → RN ′
lN

′
v is a multilinear function over ul, uv. B̃k contains

images of k’th person at all the eigenlightings and eigenviewpoints. Let, cT =

g(uv, ul) is the description vector of lighting and pose for IT then we can reformulate

(6.3.36) corresponding to the person K as:

min
cT

||IT − cT × B̃K ||2 (6.3.42)

This is a linear optimization problem and the least squares solution for cT , specific

to k = K is computed as:

cK
T = IT × B̃+

K (6.3.43)

In order to find the optimal k, we can write (6.3.36) as:

min
k
||IT − ck

T × B̃k||2 (6.3.44)

The algorithm for testing is presented in Algorithm 7.

In this approach we enforce suboptimality to the solution by optimizing (6.3.2) over

a set of up. However, for a fixed up we solve for optimal values of ul and uv. Though

both MPCA-LV and this approach generate suboptimal solutions, the fundamental

difference between them is that, in MPCA-LV we fix ul, uv to the training lighting

and viewpoint cases and optimally solve for up, whereas in this case we fix up to

the training persons and optimally solve for ul, uv. Fixing ul, uv implies that we

expect the lighting condition and viewpoint of a test image to be almost similar

to any of the training lighting and viewpoint cases. However, fixing up implies
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Algorithm 7: Testing algorithm for MPCA-PS

Input: Test image IT , and {B̃k}Np

k=1.

Output: Identity of the test image.

1. For every k = 1, ..., Np compute

• ck
T = IT × B̃+

k

• ek = ||IT − ck
T × B̃k||

The distance measure we use is Euclidean distance.

2. If ekm is the smallest of {ek}Np

k=1 then the identity of IT is km.

that we expect the test image to have the same person space representation as the

person the test image belongs to. Clearly, the later assumption is more logical and

the suboptimal solution for this case should almost be near-optimal, implying we

should expect similar recognition performance as that of MPCA-JS. Moreover, as

this algorithm has search complexity of only O(NpNx), it is much more efficient

than MPCA-JS. On the down side, due to the way recognition is performed, we

cannot further reduce the time. In comparison, MPCA-JS can be made faster by

using sophisticated classifiers. It is also obvious that this approach is similar to the

ideas presented in Chapter 5. However, with this derivation we are able to express

it in a clearer fashion by explicitly stating the quality of solution it offers. Firstly, it

solves the optimization problem almost-optimally, thereby overcoming the drawback

of MPCA-LV. Secondly, it utilizes person space indirectly for recognition thereby

overcoming the limitation of MPCA-JS.

6.3.5 Theoretical Analysis of the Four approaches

As shown in Table 6.1, we are able to describe all four methods in a coherent way

in terms of the assumption they make and the strategies they adopt to solve the

multilinear optimization problem of Eq. (6.3.2). Critically, we are also able to

outline their failure modes based on the analysis of solution mechanisms they follow

and get an understanding of their expected behaviours and consequent employability
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Method Assumptions Solution Strategy (A) Quality of So-
lution

Recognition
Method (B)

Recognition
Cost
(A+B)

MPCA
-ML

None Brute force - using
Alternating Least
squares (ALS)

Optimal if
global optima is
reached
(however ALS
fails to converge
if factor spaces
are high-
dimensional or
factors are
highly
correlated)

Compare up

with stored
person space
projection of
known persons

Indefinite
+
O(NpN ′

p)

MPCA
-LV

Lighting and
Viewpoint for
the test image
is almost
similar to
training
lightings and
viewpoints.

Fix (ul, uv) to training
lighting-viewpoint
combination and
simplify (6.3.2) to obtain
NlNv no. of linear
optimization problems
(6.3.4). Solve all the
linear optimization
problems to generate a
candidate set of up.

Sub-optimal
(extremely poor
if test lighting/
viewpoint
conditions are
quite different
from that of the
training set)

Compare the
candidate set
of up with
stored person
space
projection of
known persons
in a pair-wise
manner.

NlNv projec-
tions
+
O(NlNvNpN ′

p)

MPCA
-JS

None Manipulate the structure
of core tensor to cast the
multilinear optimization
problem of (6.3.2) as a
linear optimization
problem in (6.3.16). The
solution is obtained as a
descriptor, that is a
multilinear function of
all the factors.

Optimal
(however, the
factors are
inseparable and
the multilinear
descriptor may
not have the
same
discriminative
power as that of
up)

Compare the
description
vector (of
length
N ′

vN ′
lN

′
p) with

stored
description
vectors of all
training
images.

Only one
projection
+
O(NvNlNp

N ′
vN ′

lN
′
p)

MPCA-
PS

person space
projection of
the test image
should be close
to the person
space
representation
of the training
person the test
image belongs
to.

Fix up to the person
space representation of
training persons and
divide (6.3.2) into Np

no. of multilinear
optimization
subproblems, each
specific to one person
(6.3.36). Manipulate the
structure of core tensor
to cast each of them as a
linear optimization
problem (6.3.42).

Sub-optimal
(however, highly
optimal if
testing involves
only known
persons and it
indirectly uses
up to
discriminate)

Among the Np

optimization
problems, find
the one which
generate the
least error in
approximating
the test image.

Np projec-
tions
+
O(NpNx)

Table 6.1: Summary of the four approaches.
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in different face recognition scenarios. Firstly, the direct approach MPCA-ML is

not preferable for two reasons: (1) the failure of the optimization routine when

the factor spaces are high-dimensional as in the cases of large databases and (2)

indefinite cost of testing. MPCA-LV, though a linear time algorithm is heavily

dependent on the assumption that the training dataset contains images that cover

all possible test lighting/viewpoint conditions, and therefore, is brittle when these

conditions are not met. MPCA-JS overcomes all the previous problems and offers

the best solution for the optimization problem. However, the solution obtained is in

terms of a descriptor from which different factors are impossible to separate. The

discriminating power of this descriptor is hard to predict and could be worse than

using unique person factors, particularly when the number of factors goes higher

because of the reduced influence of the unique person factor in the descriptor. For

MPCA-PS the overall solution is suboptimal as we do not compute person-factor

value, however, for each fixed value of the person-factor (respective to each known

persons) we solve for all other factors optimally. Thereby, the solution is nearly

optimal if the test images are only from known persons. With this strategy, MPCA-

PS can on one hand overcome the shortcomings of the MPCA-LV approach while on

the other hand it improves upon MPCA-JS by keeping the person factor separate

and using it indirectly for recognition. By being dependent on the person factor

for discrimination, it is able to provide low complexity testing whilst at the same

time providing a safeguard from any performance variation due to varying number

of factors as in the case of MPCA-JS. Hence, we can expect that MPCA-PS will

provide a consistent performance over any kind of dataset. MPCA-ML will fail for

larger databases. MPCA-LV will perform poorly when test conditions are unseen

while MPCA-JS will typically provide good performance with the condition that an

increase in the number of factors will negatively impact the overall performance. In

the next section we will validate these theoretical insights through experiments on

different databases.

6.4 Experiments, Analysis and Evaluation

In this section, we provide experimental results of the different tensor based ap-

proaches we derived on a number of publicly available benchmark datasets. Specif-
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ically, we use PEAL (Gao et al., 2008), YaleB Frontal (Georghiades et al., 2001a),

Extended YaleB (Lee et al., 2005b) and Weizmann face database for experiments.

The datasets are the same as described in (Section 4.5 and Section 5.5) except for

PEAL, for which a larger version of the dataset is used in this chapter.

PEAL is a face-database of Chinese nationals at different poses, lightings and expres-

sions (Gao et al., 2008). From this database we created a PEAL Lighting variation

dataset by choosing images of 150 persons at different lighting conditions. The

lighting conditions have three different modes: light focussing on the middle of the

faces (M), light focussing from up (U) and light focussing from down (D). Each

mode has light focussing from five different directions (0◦,±45◦,±90◦), resulting in

15 different lighting conditions, though images at all 15 lighting conditions are not

available for all persons. Primarily the light used is of incandescent type, however,

occasionally fluorescent lamps were used, resulting in a maximum of 5 extra lighting

conditions. In the dataset the minimum number of images a person has is 6 whilst

the maximum number is 20. However, only three images per person are available at

exactly the same lighting conditions, i.e. at M-0◦, U-0◦ and D-0◦.

For the YaleB Frontal dataset, four sets of experiments are performed with ran-

domly chosen 5, 10, 15 and 20 lighting conditions for training with the rest being

used for testing. For the experiments on the Extended YaleB database, 16 rep-

resentative lighting conditions at 5 representative viewpoints are used for training

and the rest for testing. For the experiments on Weizmann face database 3 repre-

sentative viewpoints (at 0◦ and ± 34◦), at 2 randomly selected lighting conditions

and at all the expressions are used for training and the rest for testing. For the

experiments on the PEAL lighting variation dataset, 3 lighting conditions at M-0◦,

U-0◦ and D-0◦ are used for training and the rest 1040 images for testing. Thus, in

both the PEAL and YaleB Frontal database, the test images are at unseen light-

ing. For both Extended YaleB database and Weizmann database, the test images

are either at unseen lighting or unseen viewpoints or both. For the experiments on

YaleB Frontal, each set of experiments is repeated 20 times and the average and the

standard deviations of the results are reported. Experiments are performed with

MPCA-ML, MPCA-LV (Vasilescu and Terzopoulos, 2002a), MPCA-JS, MPCA-PS

along with PCA (Turk and Pentland, 1991b) for baselining and LDA(Belhumeur

et al., 1997) and LPP(He and Niyogi, 2003) to benchmark results produced by the
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tensor based methods against the leading ones. All the timings reported here are

for Matlab code running on a Intel Xeon 8×2.3GHz server with 16GB RAM and

the programs were written without any extra effort for code optimization.

We have used energy thresholding to select the number of eigenvectors to be retained

(i.e. for PCA and for Pixel mode of MPCA the energy threshold = 0.96, at all other

modes of MPCA the threshold = 0.99). LDA and LPP is performed in the reduced

dimension after performing PCA on the data with the same threshold to maintain

uniformity. Face recognition using PCA, LDA and LPP uses Euclidean distance

measure for comparison, while all multilinear analysis based approaches use the

cosine distance measure. For MPCA-ML, convergence is achieved when norm of

the difference of two consecutive estimates of up, ul, uv is less than 0.000001 or the

number of iterations have reached 2000.

Table 6.2 and 6.3 shows the recognition performance and test time for experiments

on YaleB dataset. Experimental results for Extended YaleB database, Weizmann

database and PEAL dataset are tabulated in Table 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.

Avg. Accuracy (%) (std. deviation)
Recognition
method

5 train 10 train 15 train 20 train

PCA 53.71 (9.6) 69.20 (5.3) 77.69 (4.8) 88.29 (3.9)

MPCA-ML 71.67 (11.5) 85.92 (4.3) 91.37 (2.3) 93.36 (2.0)

MPCA-LV 43.22 (14.3) 56.41 (9.6) 63.30 (9.3) 72.66 (8.6)

MPCA-JS 76.16 (10.0) 87.52 (5.8) 92.78 (2.5) 95.02 (1.7)

MPCA-PS 77.33 (11.1) 90.40 (4.1) 94.38 (1.5) 95.52 (1.5)

PCA+LDA 72.53 (11.7) 85.07 (6.1) 90.63 (3.6) 93.44 (3.0)

PCA+LPP 72.98 (10.8) 86.97 (4.3) 91.84 (2.4) 94.38 (2.0)

Table 6.2: Recognition performance on YaleB Frontal lighting variation dataset.
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Avg. Time (sec.)
Recognition
method

5 train 10 train 15 train 20 train

PCA 0.11 0.21 0.34 0.45

MPCA-ML 14.75 18.83 25.76 32.70

MPCA-LV 0.83 2.86 4.37 5.85

MPCA-JS 0.27 0.85 1.41 2.20

MPCA-PS 0.10 0.15 0.19 0.24

PCA+LDA 0.09 0.16 0.25 0.31

PCA+LPP 0.10 0.21 0.32 0.43

Table 6.3: Testing time for YaleB Frontal lighting variation dataset. Test time is
for 100 test images.

Recognition method

PCA MPCA-
ML

MPCA-
LV

MPCA-
JS

MPCA-
PS

PCA
+LDA

PCA
+LPP

Accuracy (%) 67.48 75.95
(79.77)

49.89 84.20 85.03 85.03 84.30

Test time
(sec.)

1.78 283.54 1.51 10.54 0.79 1.23 1.64

Table 6.4: Experimental results for Extended YaleB dataset with lighting+viewpoint
variation. Test time is for 100 test images.
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Recognition method

PCA MPCA-
ML

MPCA-
LV

MPCA-
JS

MPCA-
PS

PCA
+LDA

PCA
+LPP

Accuracy (%) 86.71 84.52
(86.31)

69.64 77.18 98.21 97.82 91.67

Test time
(sec.)

0.20 40.38 0.20 0.53 0.12 0.12 0.20

Table 6.5: Experimental results for Weizmann database with light-
ing+viewpoint+expression variation. Test time is for 100 test images.

Recognition method

PCA MPCA-
ML

MPCA-
LV

MPCA-
JS

MPCA-
PS

PCA
+LDA

PCA
+LPP

Accuracy (%) 74.79 74.04
(83.08)

75.10 92.79 87.79 89.89 88.94

Test time
(sec.)

2.45 445.01 1.31 2.14 1.23 1.68 2.44

Table 6.6: Experimental results for PEAL lighting variation dataset. Test time is
for 100 test images.
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From the Tables 6.2–6.6 we list the following observations:

• In most of the experiments, MPCA-PS outperforms all other approaches in-

cluding LDA and LPP. Particularly, in the Weizmann dataset, it showed ex-

cellent recognition accuracy. We attribute this to the nature of the dataset,

where the appearance of persons are very different from each other, result-

ing in lesser overlap among person-specific eigenmode spaces. The opposite

reasoning applies to the PEAL dataset, where persons share some similarities

in appearance, resulting in a higher overlap of the person-specific eigenmode

spaces. Therefore, we observe that MPCA-PS performed somewhat worse

than MPCA-JS in the PEAL dataset, though comparable to LDA and LPP.

Nevertheless, efficiency wise, MPCA-PS always outperforms other approaches

significantly. Also in Table 6.2, note that the MPCA-PS has the least varia-

tion in performance due to different partitioning of YaleB Lighting variation

dataset when larger number of training images is used, which shows the ro-

bustness of the algorithm. In Extended YaleB dataset, which is the largest

among all the datasets we have, MPCA-PS is almost two times faster than

PCA and MPCA-LV, almost 350 times faster than MPCA-ML, and around

14 times faster than MPCA-JS.

• In most cases, MPCA-JS performs similarly to MPCA-PS, except in the ex-

periments on the Weizmann dataset. There, it performs worse than PCA. The

reason as pointed out correctly in Chapter 5, is the poor generalization of the

NN classifier in the high-dimensional multilinear eigenmode space. Also, it is

to be noted that in the PEAL dataset, it demonstrated higher performance

than both LDA and LPP.

• In all the experiments, MPCA-LV performs very poorly in terms of recog-

nition accuracy, which is reflective of our analysis discussed before that this

method is not suitable for application for recognition under unseen lightings

and viewpoints.

• Finally, we observe that MPCA-ML produces poor performance except in the

case of YaleB Lighting variation dataset, which concurs with our discussion of
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this method in the corresponding section. The better performance in YaleB

is the result of the small number of variables as well as small dimensions.

Compared to YaleB lighting variation dataset, YaleB Extended dataset has 3

variables, Weizmann has 4 variables and although PEAL dataset has only 2

variables, the person space is considerably higher (129 compared to ≤ 38 for

YaleB) which results in poor performance of MPCA-ML in these datasets. We

also note the high testing time required for this method. To further study the

behaviour of ALS we experimented on YaleB Extended, Weizmann and PEAL

dataset, by initializing person space variable up with the expected solution,

i.e. the known person space representation of the test person. The intent is

to find the performance of MPCA-ML when the ALS gets closer to the global

minima. These accuracies are shown in brackets in the MPCA-ML columns

of Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. We observe the recognition for this case gets closer

to the best recognition rate (as obtained from MPCA-JS and MPCA-PS).

This supports our viewpoint that the poor performance of MPCA-ML is the

result of the poor behaviour of ALS and not because of the way the problem

is formulated.

From the observations above we can conclude that the approaches MPCA-LV and

MPCA-ML are not useful for practical purposes. Whilst MPCA-LV is limited by its

design that makes it unsuitable for unseen test scenarios, MPCA-ML can potentially

be improved by introducing an efficient and more accurate optimization routine than

the one based on ALS. Between the MPCA-JS and MPCA-PS, whilst both provide

some of the best results compared to LDA and LPP based approaches, the latter is

able to achieve consistent performance at lower computational costs. Hence, we can

state that the MPCA-PS algorithm is the best candidate among all the multilinear

analysis based approaches considered.

6.5 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we have unified different tensor based approaches for face recog-

nition in a single optimization framework. The major contribution has been the

development of a formal way for an explicit, non-empirical comparison among the

tensor based face recognition approaches. In turn this enables us to gain a deeper
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understanding of the applicability of these algorithm in different face recognition

scenarios. From the analysis, we determine that the MPCS-PS is likely to produce

the best overall performance for all types of datasets despite the fact that it pro-

vides a sub-optimal solution. MPCA-JS provides an optimal solution and is likely to

produce good recognition performance when the number of factors is small. MPCA-

ML is impractical when dealing with large databases due to its large computational

requirement and also may not be suitable when factor spaces are high dimensional

as the underlying optimization process ALS encounters difficulty in such scenarios.

Finally, the MPCA-LV algorithm is destined to produce poor performance when

test conditions are different from the training conditions.

In addition to the theoretical analysis, we present an evaluation of all the algorithms

against the leading face recognition approaches such as, LDA and LPP. From the

experimental results we observe that:

• The algorithms behaved the way as predicted from the theoretical analysis.

• The algorithm MPCA-PS demonstrates superior performance in most of the

experiments to both the LDA and LPP based approaches, generally accepted

as the leading approaches in face recognition, and at a lower computational

expense. Hence, it is the best candidate for use in real world face recognition

applications.

However, we note that the training for MPCA-PS requires a large number of training

images to construct a full face tensor. This can be a limiting factor in some real-

world scenarios where adequate data is not available. In the next chapter, we address

the data-inadequacy issue and present a solution based primarily on the framework

presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 7

Face Recognition From Few

Samples: A Tensor Based

Approach

7.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, we have discussed different tensor based face recogni-

tion algorithms and among them our proposed algorithms namely, MPCA-JS and

MPCA-PS are found to produce recognition performance that is similar or better

than the leading face recognition approaches. However, the basic assumption behind

this evaluation was that the training set is well represented with a large number of

training samples. Most of the current face recognition algorithms, such as Eigen-

face (Turk and Pentland, 1991b), Fisherface (Belhumeur et al., 1997), LPP (He and

Niyogi, 2003) etc. depend heavily on the availability of a large number of training

exemplars for sound performance, as the underlying principle of those methods is

based on finding the closest matching training image to a given test image. Among

the tensor based approaches, testing in MPCA-JS is based on computing the clos-

est training image, and hence, is affected by the number of training samples. On

the other hand, MPCA-PS, being based on individually modelling subspaces for

each person, is not directly affected by the number of training samples, though it

initially requires large training samples to perform multilinear analysis and obtain

individual subspaces. These approaches offer suitable alternatives when designing

a face recognition system in a collaborative environment where collection of enough

training samples are easier with user assistance. However, in scenarios such as video

surveillance, this condition is hard to meet as the persons of interest are almost
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always criminals. As they are hostile, there may be only a few training images avail-

able. This insufficiency of training data leads to poor generalization of tensor based

approaches and the current approaches. As discussed in Chapter 2, traditional ap-

proaches to address such shortcomings rely on synthesizing virtual training samples

using different types of face models (Jung et al., 2004) (Georghiades et al., 2001b)

(Beymer and Poggio, 1995). However, a detailed physical modelling of various fac-

tors that affect a face image is not available and synthesis of face images with a

simplified model or ad-hoc processes do not help in recognition. Thus face recogni-

tion in such hostile scenarios remains an open problem and serves as the motivation

for this work.

An alternative approach to generic face modelling is to learn the relationship between

different factors directly from data. We propose to model this scenario by considering

a “friendly-hostile” paradigm. We collect as many images as required from the

“friendly” set of people, and assume that only a few (1-5 images) are available for the

”hostile” or the persons of interest. From the friendly database we learn a generic

structure of face images under the influence of different factors such as lighting,

viewpoint expression etc., and then we formulate a way to transfer the structure

to each hostile person so as to provide a formal description of their face manifolds,

eliminating the need for large training samples. We note that in the synthesis based

on face models a generic external model is required, however in our case, we unearth

the model from the face dataset of friendly people, thereby, providing a realistic

and useful data-dependent model. The advantage of this data-dependent model is

that it can be effectively used to learn the details of a particular area of the global

face manifold in scenarios when we know that people under surveillance are from a

particular gender or race, by collecting data from similar subjects only.

We employ the concepts of multilinear analysis to introduce a face recognition algo-

rithm based on the above “friendly-hostile” paradigm that is capable of classifying

the hostile persons, by learning effectively from the friendly persons dataset. The

application of multilinear models is based on the fact that a complete and indepen-

dent separation is achieved. The independence of factors implies that a face image

is independently controlled by the different factors, which in turn implies that only

the knowledge of person-identity vector of a person is sufficient to describe its whole
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face subspace. We first construct a tensor from the face dataset of friendly peo-

ple and obtain person-identity, lighting, viewpoint etc. factor spaces. Then, for

every hostile person we provide a least square based optimization technique to ob-

tain person-identity vectors from the few training images available on the basis of

the factor spaces obtained from the factorization of the friendly dataset. We de-

scribe the whole approach in a synthesis framework providing interpretation of the

face subspaces in an intuitive manner. Next, we re-derive the MPCA-PS algorithm

to assert that for recognition also it is sufficient to know only the person-identity

vectors of the hostile persons.

Until now, the situation we considered is the small dataset problem, prevalent in

almost all surveillance scenarios. However, the proposed “friendly-hostile” paradigm

can also be effectively utilized in scenarios where persons of interest are totally

co-operative as in the situation of face recognition based access control systems.

Using current techniques, if we were to construct a face recognition system that can

handle extreme variation of lighting or viewpoints, then we must supply example

face images at a number of conditions to reasonably cover the whole face space,

thereby, making collection of a training set costly, time-consuming and tedious.

However, we can apply our proposed “friendly-hostile” paradigm in such scenarios

and save both time and cost. This is a typical unbalanced dataset scenario. The

unbalance in the training dataset can also occur in many other scenarios, such as,

when persons of interest are actually made up of both friendly and hostile people.

Algorithms such as, Eigenface, Fisherface, LPP, and MPCA-JS are unable to handle

such imbalance as the underlying NN-type classifiers are affected by the apriori-bias

based on the number of training samples; persons with a higher number of training

samples have higher apriori-bias than the persons with a lower number of training

samples. However, the recognition algorithm for our approach is MPCA-PS, based

on modelling subspaces corresponding to each class and thus is not affected by such

imbalance and offers solutions to practical aspects of real world face recognition.

The main contributions of our work are:

1. Construction of a novel synthesis perspective on tensor factorisation that facili-

tates the development of the algorithm for training and testing. This approach
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does not rely on filling in the “missing images” in the training set, rather it

finds the more general description in terms of the face subspace for each person

from the available training images, and recognition is performed by effectively

using these subspaces.

2. Construction of a framework to solve the unbalanced dataset problem, an effec-

tive tool to address many real-world issues. We formulate the friendly-hostile

paradigm where friendly and hostile group are defined based on the number of

training images. This imbalance in the dataset creates problems for algorithms

such as Eigenface(Turk and Pentland, 1991b), Fisherface (Belhumeur et al.,

1997), LPP (He and Niyogi, 2003) etc. due to the high apriori bias towards

the friendly people with large number of training images. However, our recog-

nition approach is not affected by such bias as each person, no matter how

many training images they have, are represented by only one identity vector.

The outline of the chapter is as follows: in Section 7.2 we propose the “Friendly-

Hostile” paradigm on which our solution is based. In Section 7.3, we present the

outline of the proposed approach. Section 7.4 reviews the tensor model of face image

ensembles and Section 7.5 presents a novel synthesis framework based on the mul-

tilinear analysis of face image ensembles. In Section 7.6, we present the recognition

framework of the “few samples” problem, followed by experimental evaluation in

Section 7.7, and finally, Section 7.8 concludes the chapter.

7.2 Problem Formulation: Friendly-

Hostile paradigm

As mentioned previously, our training database is made up of friendly and hostile

persons. Friendly people were asked to cooperate to generate a complete dataset

meeting all the requirements of training data for tensor based recognition approaches

(i.e. face images taken at all the representative lighting-viewpoint combinations and

the lighting-viewpoints are exactly matched across all persons). However, the hostile

persons are not cooperative and we have access to only a few images per person at

varied lighting-viewpoints across persons. We denote the full dataset D = DF ∪DH ,
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where DF denotes the dataset containing the images of the friendly persons and DH

denotes the images of the hostile persons. The number of friendly persons is N f
p and

that of hostile persons is Nh
p and our aim is to devise a tensor based face recognition

scheme that can classify images of all the N f
p + Nh

p persons (unbalanced dataset) or

just the Nh hostile persons (small dataset) as the application requires.

7.3 Outline of the Proposed Approach

We frame our solution based on a novel synthesis perspective of tensor factorization.

From the factorization of a full tensor, we obtain a core tensor and four factor

spaces of eigenpersons, eigenlightings, eigenviewpoints and eigenpixels. The core

tensor is equivalent to the eigenvalues as in the case of matrix decomposition and

is similarly ordered with respect to the different eigenfactors. Once we multiply

the core tensor with the pixel subspace we obtain an ordered set of eigenimages

in the core tensor, termed as core-image tensor, which are the result of interaction

between different eigenpersons, eigenlightings and eigenviewpoints. The images in

the core-image tensor serve as the multilinear basis for face images. To obtain a face

image of a person at a particular lighting and viewpoint from this multilinear basis,

we need a set of three identity vectors: one that describes the person’s identity and

one each describing that particular lighting condition and viewpoint. These identity

vectors are then multiplied in the respective modes of the core-image tensor to obtain

the desired image, formulation for which stems directly from the way multilinear

decomposition is performed. It is to be noted that these three identity vectors are

completely independent of each other and they are uniquely associated with their

corresponding entity. Assuming the eigenimages in the core-image tensor are general

enough to represent the universe (or the subset we are interested in) of face images,

we can build a synthesis framework which enables us to synthesize face images of

any person at any lighting/viewpoint condition through a defined combination of

these eigenimages. Accordingly, the unique identity vector associated with a persons

identity is sufficient to completely define all the images at all possible conditions. We

use the images of friendly people to construct a full tensor and then subsequently

assume that the core-image tensor thus obtained is general enough to represent

the images of the hostile people. The person identity vectors for friendly people
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are obtained directly from the factorization result. To obtain the person-identity

vectors for the hostile persons, we formulate an optimization problem following

the same synthesis framework. The optimization problem is solved using an ALS

(Alternating Least Square) based algorithm and upon convergence we obtain the

required identity vector of that person. With the core-image tensor and all the

person-identity vectors of both the friendly and hostile persons, we use the MPCA-

PS algorithm for recognition. The MPCA-PS algorithm is derived from the synthesis

paradigm to suitably extend it for our approach.

7.4 Review: Tensor Model of Face Image Ensem-

bles

We follow the tensor model as followed in the previous chapter and as described in

Section 3.3, where the face image tensor T is given by,

T(ip,il,iv) = IPip ,Lil
,Viv

(7.4.1)

with the usual notation of IPip ,Lil
,Viv

being the image vector of ip’th person at il’th

lighting and iv’th viewpoint. The Multilinear PCA decomposition of T is similarly

followed from there and is represented as:

T = S ×1 UP ×2 UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (7.4.2)

with the usual definition of S, UP , UL, and UV being followed. The core tensor S
is not guaranteed to be diagonal, though the subtensors of S are ordered and mu-

tually orthogonal. Subtensors are analogues to the concept of eigenvalue for matrix

decomposition. The subtensor S(ip=k1,il=k2,iv=k3,ix=k4) is a scalar and corresponds to

the k1’th eigenperson, k2’th eigenlighting, k3’th eigenviewpoint and k4’th eigenpixel.

Let,

A = S ×4 UX (7.4.3)

then in the tensor A(∈ RN ′
p×N ′

l×N ′
v×Nx) the subtensors remain ordered in the first,

second and the third mode whilst the ordering vanishes in the pixel mode. A par-

ticular subtensor A(ip=k1,il=k2,iv=k3) is a vector (∈ RNx) and represents the image
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which corresponds to the k1’th eigenperson, k2’th eigenlighting, k3’th eigenview-

point. Tensor A is termed as the core-image tensor and serves as the foundation for

the synthesis framework described in the next section.

7.5 Multilinear model for face image synthesis

From the Multilinear PCA decomposition of tensor T in (7.4.2), and following the

rule of mode-multiplication we note that a particular element of T is obtained by,

Tip,il,iv ,ix = S ×1 u
ip
p ×2 uil

l ×3 uiv
v ×4 uix

x

⇒ Tip,il,iv = S ×1 u
ip
p ×2 uil

l ×3 uiv
v ×4 UX

(7.5.1)

where, the subtensor Tip,il,iv ∈ RNx is a vector and u
ip
p , uil

l , uiv
v are ip’th, il’th, and

iv’th rows of UP , UL, and UV , respectively. From (7.4.1), we know that Tip,il,iv

represents the image of IPip ,Lil
,Viv

, therefore, from (7.5.1):

IPip ,Lil
,Viv

= S ×1 u
ip
p ×2 uil

l ×3 uiv
v ×4 UX (7.5.2)

Substituting A = S ×4 UX , as defined in (7.4.3), we obtain,

IPip ,Lil
,Viv

= A×1 uip
p ×2 uil

l ×3 uiv
v (7.5.3)

The above equation states that the eigenimages of A can be combined in a multi-

linear way to generate face images, where person identity (u
ip
p ), lighting conditions

(uil
l ) and the viewpoint direction (uiv

v ) can be varied independently to obtain im-

ages of different persons at desired lighting and viewpoints. To obtain a generalized

description of (7.5.3), let us assume that the eigenimages of A are general enough

to capture all the variations of the universe of face images under lighting and view-

point variations only. Then, we can extend the span of up to RN ′
p and we would

be able to generate an infinite number of distinct persons. Similarly we can assume

ul ∈ RN ′
l and uv ∈ RN ′

v and would be able to generate face images at infinite number

of distinct lighting and viewpoint combination. We denote up as person identity, ul

as lighting identity and uv as viewpoint identity vectors. Now the generalized face
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image synthesis model can be written as:

I = A×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv (7.5.4)

where I is a face image whose identity, lighting conditions and viewpoint directions

are governed by the choice of person, lighting and viewpoint identity vectors. The

rows of UP , UL and UV serve as the reference for persons, lighting conditions and

viewpoints respectively.

7.6 Recognition framework

We will use MPCA-PS as the base recognition algorithm. However, as described

before, the algorithm in its current form can only be applied to complete datasets

with large numbers of training samples and thus can only deal with the training data

for friendly persons. To extend this to cover hostile persons with few training images,

we need to develop a deeper understanding of its working principles. A similar

effort was made in the previous chapter to formulate MPCA-PS as an optimization

problem, however, the resultant formulation is still limited to the complete database

scenario. Here we will analyse the algorithm based on our particular need of building

a classifier for hostile persons with only a few training samples.

We start by factoring the full dataset DF by Multilinear PCA and the decomposition

is given as:

DF = SF ×1 UP × UL ×3 UV ×4 UX (7.6.1)

where SF ∈ RN ′
p

f×N ′
l×N ′

v×N ′
x , UP ∈ RNp

f×N ′
p

f

, UL ∈ RNl×N ′
l , UV ∈ RNv×N ′

v and

UX ∈ RNx×N ′
x . We can compute the core-image tensor as:

AF = SF ×4 UX (7.6.2)

For a test image IT belonging to the k′th friendly persons, the synthesis equation

(7.5.4) tells us that IT has been synthesized as:

IT = AF ×1 uk
p ×2 ut

l ×3 ut
v (7.6.3)
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where, the uk
p is the person-identity vector of the k’th friendly person (k’th row of

UP ), ut
l corresponding to the lighting conditions and ut

v to the viewpoint of the test

image. In reality, we do not know the identity of the test image, which necessitates

computation of the k for IT along with other synthesis parameters, ut
l and ut

v. To

compute them we formulate an optimization problem as:

min
k,ut

l ,u
t
v

||IT −AF ×1 uk
p ×2 ut

l ×3 ut
v||2 (7.6.4)

where, k = 1, ..., N f
p . The solution k = kmin is the identity of the test image.

Generally, test images are not always at referenced lightings or viewpoints, therefore,

we cannot iterate over the sets of ut
l (rows of UL) and ut

v (rows of UV ) to find the

minima. We need to solve (7.6.4) over all possible values of ut
l and ut

v and to proceed

let us denote:

Bk = AF ×1 uk
p (∈ R1×N ′

l×N ′
v×Nx) (7.6.5)

and now, (7.6.4) can be written as:

min
k

(min
ut

l ,u
t
v

||IT − Bk ×2 ut
l ×3 ut

v||2) (7.6.6)

The inner optimization problem is a multilinear problem, which can be solved via

ALS method. However, ALS is a slow method and there is no guarantee for conver-

gence. Hence, we will first convert the inner multilinear optimization problem into

a linear least square problem and then use standard matrix operations to solve that.

Let us denote:

ek = min
ut

l ,u
t
v

||IT − Bk ×2 ut
l ×3 ut

v||2 (7.6.7)

By the definition of mode-multiplication we can write:

Bk ×2 ut
l ×3 ut

v =
∑

il
ut

l(il)
∑

iv
ut

v(iv)Bk
1,il,iv

=
∑

il
ut

l(il)(u
t
v.B

k
1,il

)

= ul

 uv ... 0

... ... ...

0 ... uv



Bk

1,1

...

...

Bk
1,N ′

l


(7.6.8)
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⇒ Bk ×2 ut
l ×3 ut

v = g(ut
l , u

t
v).B

k (7.6.9)

where, Bk
1,il

is the (1, il)’th subtensor of Bk, g : RN ′
l ×RN ′

v → RN ′
lN

′
v is a multilinear

function over ut
l , u

t
v and Bk(∈ RN ′

lN
′
v×Nx) is a matrix constructed from the subtensors

of B. From the deductions of (7.6.9), (7.6.7) can be expressed as:

ek = min
g(ut

l ,u
t
v)
||IT − g(ut

l , u
t
v)B

k||2 (7.6.10)

The least square solution of ek is given by,

ek = ||IT − IT (Bk)+Bk||2 (7.6.11)

where, + implies pseudoinverse. Hence, the original optimization problem of (7.6.6)

can be written as:

min
k
||IT − IT (Bk)+Bk||2 (7.6.12)

The solution k = kmin is the desired person index of the test image. Essentially,

the matrix Bk is same as the matrix related to the person-specific eigenmode space

described in chapter 5, and the formulation of the recognition problem is same as the

MPCA-PS algorithm proposed there. However, this derivation helps us to clearly

identify the key requirements for this algorithm: 1) a core-image tensor AF and 2)

person-identity vectors uk
p for all persons in our database, to calculate the Bk using

(7.6.5) and (7.6.9). The recognition method described in (7.6.12) is not applicable

to the hostile persons as we have neither their core-image tensor defined, nor have

their person-identity vectors.

The core-image tensor is composed of the images of different eigenpersons at various

eigenlightings and eigenviewpoints. For friendly persons, we assumed that necessary

images were taken at different lightings and viewpoints to compute sufficiently gen-

eral subspaces of lightings and viewpoints. Therefore, the subspaces of eigenlightings

and eigenviewpoints should remain the same for hostile persons too. To make the

core-image tensor AF applicable to hostile persons, the only assumption we need

to make is that the space of eigenpersons are general enough to represent even the

hostile persons, which is true if we have sufficient variation among the friendly per-

sons. Assuming sufficient variation in our friendly datasets, AF can be considered

as the core-image tensor for both the hostile persons and friendly persons. With

this, the only missing part to employ the recognition scheme of MPCA-PS is the
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person-identity vectors for the hostile persons. Next, we discuss how to compute

the person-identity vector of a hostile person from their set of training images.

7.6.1 Computing person-identity vectors from a set of train-

ing images

Let I is an image of the hostile person, then the synthesis equation (7.5.4) implies

that,

I = AF ×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv (7.6.13)

where up is the desired person-identity vector. up can be obtained by solving the

following optimization equation:

min
up,ul,uv

||I −AF ×1 up ×2 ul ×3 uv||2 (7.6.14)

For a set of images {Im}M
m=1, the integrated optimization problem can be expressed

as:

min
up,um

l ,um
v

∑
m

||Im −AF ×1 up ×2 um
l ×3 um

v ||2 (7.6.15)

In the above problem, we kept the person-identity vectors (up) the same for all

images, however, we allow each image to have different lighting (um
l ) and viewpoint

(um
v ). To solve this problem, we use the Alternating Least Squares method. The

number of free variables in this problem is 2M + 1, therefore, we have 2M + 1

numbers of single-variable least square problems. These are:

min
up

∑
m

||Im −AF ×1 up ×2 um
l ×3 um

v ||2

min
um

l

||Im −AF ×1 up ×2 um
l ×3 um

v ||2 for m = 1, ...,M

min
um

v

||Im −AF ×1 up ×2 um
l ×3 um

v ||2 for m = 1, ...,M

(7.6.16)

To solve for up let us denote:

JP =
∑
m

||Im −AF ×1 up ×2 um
l ×3 um

v ||2 (7.6.17)
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The only variable unknown here is up. Let AF ×2 um
l ×3 um

v = Wm
P . Wm

P ∈
RN ′

p×1×1×Nx . It is easy to note that Wm
P ×1 up = up.W

m
P . With this (7.6.17) can be

written as:

JP =
∑
m

||Im − up.W
m
P ||2 (7.6.18)

Equating dJP

dup
to zero we obtain:

dJP

dup
= d

dup

∑
m ||Im − up.W

m
P ||2 (7.6.19)

⇒ 0 = d
dup

∑
m(Im − up.W

m
P )(Im − up.W

m
P )T

= −2
∑
m

Ik(W
m
P )T + 2up

∑
m

Wm
P (Wm

P )T

⇒ up = (
∑
m

Im(Wm
P )T ).(

∑
m

Wm
P (Wm

P )T )+

(7.6.20)

To solve the um
l , let us denote the objective function as:

Jm
L = ||Im −AF ×1 up ×2 um

l ×3 um
v ||2 (7.6.21)

The variables up and uk
v are fixed. We denote a constant Wm

L = AF ×1 up ×3 um
v ,

where Wm
L ∈ R1×N ′

l×1×Nx . It can be easily shown that Wm
L ×2 um

l = uk
l .W

m
L , by

suppressing the scaler dimensions. Hence (7.6.21) can be re-written as:

Jm
L = ||Im − um

l .Wm
L ||2 (7.6.22)

The minima for this least square solution is well-known and is:

um
l = Im.(Wm

L )+ (7.6.23)

In a similar fashion, we can derive the optimal values for um
v as:

um
v = Im.(Wm

V )+ (7.6.24)

where, Wm
V = AF ×1 up ×2 um

l .

We start from some random values for up, u
m
l and um

v and solve the 2M + 1 opti-
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mization problems of (7.6.16) sequentially. This is iterated until the values converge

or a pre-set number of iterations is reached. A concise description of the solution is

presented in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: Algorithm to compute person-identity vector from a set of images

Input: core-image tensor AF and training set for a hostile person {Im}M
m=1.

Output: person-identity vector of this person up.

Set um
l and um

v to some random values. Iterate the following till convergence:

• up = (
∑

m Im(Wm
P )T ).(

∑
m Wm

P (Wm
P )T )+, where

Wm
P = AF ×2 ul ×3 uv

• For m = 1, ...,M

– um
l = Im.(Wm

L )+, where Wm
L = AF ×1 up ×3 um

v

– um
v = Im.(Wm

V )+, where Wm
V = AF ×1 up ×2 um

l

7.6.2 Recognition

First, we calculate the person-identity vectors of all the hostile persons using Algo-

rithm 1. Then, the core-image tensor along with the person-identity vectors of the

friendly and hostile persons are used to compute {Bk}Nf
p +Nh

p

k=1 following (7.6.5) and

(7.6.9). We follow the recognition Eq. (7.6.12) to build the classifier for the hostile

persons only as in the case of small dataset problem. The algorithm is presented in

Algorithm 9.

Similarly, for the unbalanced dataset scenario, we build the classifier for all the

friendly and hostile persons and the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 10.
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Algorithm 9: Recognition algorithm for small training dataset

Input: Test image IT , core-image tensor AF and the set of person-identity vectors
{up}K

k=1 for K = Nh
p persons.

Output: Identity of the test image.

Precalculate: Bk = AF ×1 uk
p and then Bk = [Bk

1,1...Bk
1,N ′

l
]T

• For every k = 1, ..., K

– Compute, ek = ||IT (E − (Bk)+Bk)||2

• Find k = kmin for which ek is the smallest. Output kmin.

Algorithm 10: Recognition algorithm for unbalanced dataset

Input: Test image IT , core-image tensor AF and the set of person-identity vectors
{up}K

k=1 for K = N f
p + Nh

p persons.

Output: Identity of the test image.

Precalculate: Bk = AF ×1 uk
p and then Bk = [Bk

1,1...Bk
1,N ′

l
]T

• For every k = 1, ..., K

– Compute, ek = ||IT (E − (Bk)+Bk)||2

• Find k = kmin for which ek is the smallest. Output kmin.
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From the analysis of the proposed approach we can list the following useful properties

of our proposed solution:

• Once we have a general enough core-image tensor learnt from the friendly

persons, the addition of hostile persons can be performed incrementally with-

out changing the existing classifier, which is desirable when retention of past

training data for future updates is not feasible due to the large size of the data.

• All persons, irrespective of the number of training images, are represented

by only one person-identity vector. Therefore, in our approach, recognition

for hostile persons is not affected by any bias that results from large training

samples of the friendly persons.

7.7 Experiments and Analysis

We use YaleB (Georghiades et al., 2001a), Extended YaleB (Lee et al., 2005b), Weiz-

mann and PEAL (Gao et al., 2008) face databases for experiments. As described in

the previous chapters, the Extended YaleB database contains images of 38 persons at

64 different lightings and at 9 different viewing directions, whilst the YaleB Frontal

dataset has images at the frontal viewpoint only. In the Weizmann face database,

we have 28 persons at 5 different viewpoints (0◦,±17◦,±34◦), 3 different lightings

and 2 different expressions. In the PEAL Lighting variation dataset we have im-

ages of 100 persons at different lighting conditions. The number of available images

per person lies between 6-15. Prior to the experiments, all images were cropped,

their eye-points aligned manually and the image vectors normalized to unity. For

HOSVD and other tensor operations, we used the tensor toolbox developed by Kolda

et. al. in MATLABTM (Bader and Kolda, 2007). In all experiments we compare

the performance of our approach with PCA (Turk and Pentland, 1991b), Fisherface

(PCA+LDA) (Belhumeur et al., 1997) and LPP (He and Niyogi, 2003). Experi-

ments were performed using MatlabTM, running on a Intel Xeon 8×2.3 GHz server

with 16GB of RAM.
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7.7.1 ALS Convergence Study:

In this experiment we study the rate of ALS convergence for the estimation of

person-index vectors from the hostile persons. It is of paramount importance to

estimate the person-index vector correctly from the few training images available to

achieve good recognition performance. However, previous studies show that whilst

ALS is the simplest iterative method for multi-variate optimization, it can be ex-

tremely slow to converge. We study the rate of convergence for both YaleB Frontal

(two variables: person-index and lighting-index vectors) and Extended YaleB (three

variables: person-index, lighting-index and viewpoint-index vectors) to obtain in-

sights on the lower bound of iteration numbers to estimate the various index vectors

within a satisfactory error tolerance, and more importantly to achieve good recog-

nition performance on the hostile persons test images.

For experiments on YaleB frontal dataset, the whole dataset of 38 persons is ran-

domly partitioned into 25 friendly and 13 hostile persons. The friendly persons are

represented by all the 64 images at different lighting conditions and the core tensor

is computed. The hostile person training dataset is constructed with only 3 images

at selected lighting conditions. The test-set for hostile persons is created with all

the 64 images of the 13 hostile persons. Figure 7.1 shows the average of consecutive

estimation difference for the person-index, lighting-index and viewpoint-index vec-

tors, averaged over all the persons and number of training images with respect to

iteration numbers. As the plot shows the consecutive estimation difference reduces

drastically at the beginning and slows down later, however, the difference goes well

below 10−3 after iteration 35, which is satisfactory considering that the recognition

performance has already achieved saturation after around 20 iterations. A simi-

lar experiment is performed on the Extended YaleB dataset and we see a similar

trend (Figure 7.2), where the consecutive estimation error for the index vectors falls

below 10−3 after 40 iterations and the recognition performance flattens out after

25 iterations. For the Extended YaleB dataset we needed few more iterations to

achieve convergence similar to YaleB frontal dataset as the number of vectors to

be estimated is one more. Therefore, from this experiment we conclude that if we

set the iterations number at a suitably high number, we can assume satisfactory

performance from the ALS algorithm for the estimation of the person-index vectors

of the hostile persons. For all the following experiments, we will set the iterations
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number at 200 for all the datasets. We assume that training can take as much time

as needed, and our primary aim is to obtain convergence of the ALS algorithm for

the satisfactory estimation of the person-index vectors.

7.7.2 Evaluating Small Dataset Performance:

In this experiment we evaluate the performance of our algorithm for application to

face recognition from few samples on YaleB frontal lighting variation dataset, Ex-

tended YaleB dataset with lighting and viewpoint variation, Weizmann dataset with
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Figure 7.1: Experimental results on YaleB Frontal database for ALS convergence
study. The whole database was randomly partitioned into 25 friendly and 13 hostile
persons. 25 Friendly persons were represented by all 64 images at different lighting
conditions, and 13 hostile persons were represented with only 3 images per person at
selected lighting conditions. The plot shows the average of consecutive estimation
differences for the person-index, lighting-index and viewpoint-index vectors. Also
the accuracy on the hostile-persons test set, when the classifier was built for all the
38 persons (Friendly+Hostile).
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lighting, viewpoint and expression variation and PEAL lighting variation dataset.

The recognition performance is compared with that of PCA, LDA and LPP based

face recognition algorithms.

For the YaleB frontal dataset having 38 persons, we perform the experiment with 25

people as friendly and the other 13 people as hostile persons. The friendly dataset

is created with all the images of the friendly persons (64 images for each person),

and is used to learn the core-image tensor. For hostile persons, only a few images

at selected lighting conditions are used for training and the whole dataset is used
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Figure 7.2: Experimental results on Extended YaleB database for ALS convergence
study. The whole database was randomly partitioned into 25 friendly and 13 hostile
persons. 25 Friendly persons were represented by all 576 images, and 13 hostile
persons were represented with only 9 images per person at ambient lighting and
selected viewpoints. The plot shows the average of consecutive estimation differences
for the person-index, lighting-index and viewpoint-index vectors. Also the accuracy
on the hostile-persons test set, when the classifier was built for all the 38 persons
(Friendly+Hostile).
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for testing (64 images for each person). The experiment is repeated 50 times with

different combinations of friendly and hostile people and the average recognition

rate for only the hostile people is shown in Table 7.1.

Recognition method
No. of train-
ing images PCA PCA

+LDA
LPP Proposed

1 40.77 - - 72.68

3 44.42 61.03 61.78 80.57

5 52.65 65.18 70.25 83.90

7 66.83 69.88 77.46 86.31

Table 7.1: Experimental results on YaleB frontal lighting variation dataset. Testing
dataset contains 13 persons, whilst separate 25 persons are used for learning core-
image tensor.

Similar experiments are performed on Extended YaleB dataset with 25 Friendly-13

Hostile persons. The friendly dataset is created with all the images of the friendly

persons (576 images for each person), and is used to learn the core-image tensor.

For hostile persons, only a few images at selected viewpoints and lighting conditions

are used for training and the whole dataset is used for testing (576 images for

each person). The experiment is repeated 50 times with different combinations of

friendly and hostile people and the average recognition rate for the hostile persons

are presented in Table 7.2.

For the Weizmann dataset, we divided the dataset into 13 friendly and 15 hostile

persons. The friendly dataset is created with all the images of the friendly persons

(30 images for each person), and is used to learn the core-image tensor. For hostile

persons, only a few images at selected viewpoints and lighting conditions are used

for training and the whole dataset is used for testing (30 images for each person).

The experiment is repeated 50 times with different combinations of friendly and

hostile people and the average recognition rate for the hostile persons are presented

in Table 7.3.
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Recognition method
No. of train-
ing images PCA PCA

+LDA
LPP Proposed

1 31.42 - - 49.29

3 46.58 52.65 54.22 66.29

5 49.73 64.39 61.50 69.60

7 54.66 70.61 67.49 73.10

Table 7.2: Experimental results on Extended YaleB dataset. Testing dataset con-
tains 13 persons, whilst separate 25 persons are used for learning core-image tensor.

For the PEAL dataset, we divided the dataset of 100 persons into 28 friendly, who

have 15 images each at matching lighting conditions and 72 hostile persons, who

have 9 images each at different lighting conditions. The friendly dataset is only

used to learn the core-image tensor. For hostile persons, only a few images at

selected lighting conditions are used for training and the whole dataset is used for

testing (9 images for each person). The recognition rate for the hostile persons are

presented in Table 7.4.

7.7.2.1 Observations:

As can be seen from the results our proposed approach performs well across all

the datasets and is better than the LDA or LPP based methods, specifically, when

there is only lighting variation as in the YaleB frontal lighting variation dataset

in Table 7.1 and PEAL lighting variation dataset, in Table 7.4. For the PEAL

dataset, we also note that we have 72 persons in the small dataset, whilst only

28 persons were available for learning the generic manifold, which shows that our

approach has the potential to handle large datasets. For experiments on Extended

YaleB dataset with lighting and viewpoint variation, as in Table 7.2, though we have

superior results than other methods, we needed more training images to achieve an
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Recognition method
No. of train-
ing images PCA PCA

+LDA
LPP Proposed

1 70.41 - - 83.14

2 74.27 73.83 75.80 88.93

Table 7.3: Experimental results on Weizmann dataset. Testing dataset contains 15
persons, whilst separate 13 persons are used for learning core-image tensor.

Recognition method
No. of train-
ing images PCA PCA

+LDA
LPP Proposed

1 51.70 - - 73.76

2 57.72 77.62 71.75 81.17

Table 7.4: Experimental results on PEAL dataset. Testing dataset contains 72
persons, whilst separate 28 persons are used for learning core-image tensor.

acceptable level of recognition accuracy compared to the YaleB lighting variation

dataset. It is to be noted that for this dataset the lighting variation is extreme

and coupled with viewpoint variation, this represents a challenging dataset. To

illustrate, in the experiments of Weizmann dataset (Table 7.3), though we have

lighting, viewpoint and expression variation, we were able to achieve much better

levels of accuracy even with smaller numbers of training images, which is evidently

due to the absence of extreme variations in any of the modes.

7.7.3 Evaluating unbalanced dataset performance

In this experiment we evaluated the performance of our algorithm in unbalanced

dataset scenarios. For the YaleB frontal dataset we assumed that among the total
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38 persons, we have access to all the images for 25 persons, however, only 5 images

are available for the other 13 persons. We performed two experiments: in Scenario

1 - we showed the recognition performance when only the 5 persons are needed

to be classified and in Scenario 2 - we showed the recognition performance when

the classifier needs to classify all the 38 persons. The testing dataset is the whole

dataset. For the 25 persons, the testing set is a proper subset of the training set,

therefore, they will be accurately recognised. However, this is not the case for the

remaining 13 persons, who are represented in training data with only 5 samples each

and we tabulate recognition results for this group only. Therefore, for Scenario 1,

we will have only 13 people, each having 5 training samples and the classifier built

for only them, which represents a balanced dataset. However, in Scenario 2, 25

persons having large training images (64 each) and 13 persons having only 5 images

each, resulting in an unbalanced dataset scenario. The recognition performance is

presented in Table 7.5. We perform a similar experiment on the Weizmann dataset

Recognition method

PCA PCA
+LDA

LPP Proposed

Scenario 1 58.55 73.46 78.35 85.44

Scenario 2 32.08 48.71 50.03 81.50

Table 7.5: Experimental results on YaleB frontal lighting variation dataset. 25 Per-
sons are represented with full training set and 13 people are represented with only
5 images at selected lighting conditions. Testing is performed on all the available
images, and the result is shown only for the 5 added persons in two scenarios: Sce-
nario 1 - standalone classifier for the added 13 people only and Scenario 2: classifier
for all the 38(25+13) persons.

with 13 persons having a full training set and the remaining 15 persons with only

2 images available per person. The result is tabulated in a similar way with the

recognition accuracy reported for only the 15 persons with small training set in two

scenarios: Scenario 1 - the classifier is built only for these 15 persons, and Scenario

2 - the classifier is built for all the 28 persons, making it an unbalanced dataset

scenario (Table 7.6).
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Recognition method

PCA PCA
+LDA

LPP Proposed

Scenario 1 72.23 70.56 74.18 87.39

Scenario 2 34.66 44.82 47.13 85.32

Table 7.6: Experimental results on Weizmann dataset. 13 Persons are represented
with full dataset and 15 people are represented with only 2 images at selected light-
ing, viewpoint and expression conditions. Testing is performed on all the available
images, and the result is shown only for the 5 added persons in two scenarios: Sce-
nario 1 - standalone classifier for the added 15 people only and Scenario 2: classifier
for all the 28(13+15) persons.

7.7.3.1 Observations:

As can be seen from the results in Tables 7.5 – 7.6, our approach achieves superior

performance, and is least affected by unbalance in the dataset. The performance

drop due to unbalance, as can be seen by comparing figures within the columns, is

only 2-3% for our method, whilst being >20% for other methods. This shows that

even if some people are omitted during the training image collection exercise, our

approach achieves good recognition performance.

7.8 Closing Remarks

In this chapter, we address the inapplicability of the previously developed tensor

based face recognition methods such as MPCA-JS or MPCA-PS to real-world sce-

narios where collecting training images is challenging. Those methods inherently

assume a co-operative world wherein a full training database containing a number

of images per persons are available at all specified lighting and viewpoints. Whilst

this is true in some situations, collecting images is a problem in situations such as

law-enforcement, where only a few images are available for the persons of interest.
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To address this issue we provided a new paradigm of “friendly-hostile”, in which we

collect as many images as needed from the friendly, co-operative persons, wherein

only a few images are available for hostile persons. The whole database of friendly-

hostile is an incomplete database and a full tensor cannot be created, and therefore,

previous methods cannot be applied. We solve this problem by learning a generalized

face images structure from the images of friendly database using a novel multilinear

synthesis perspective and then utilize it to compensate for the low number of images

for the hostile persons. Experimental results on YaleB frontal, Extended YaleB,

Weizmann and PEAL datasets show the superiority of the proposed approach, both

in terms of accuracy and speed against the leading methods such as Fisherface and

LPP.

The solution is also significant when considered from the perspective of unbalanced

datasets. As the ratio of number of images between friendly and hostile people are

highly skewed favouring the friendly people, strong apriori bias is created towards

them. Standard approaches such as Eigenface, Fisherface, LPP find it difficult to

correctly classify the test images belonging to the hostile persons due to this strong

bias favouring the friendly people. However, our method is not affected by such

bias, and thus does not face any difficulty in classification as demonstrated in our

experiments.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Summary

This thesis has presented an investigation into multilinear modelling of face image

ensembles and its application in face recognition. We present two face recognition

algorithms for conventional applications, a framework of face recognition in multilin-

ear analysis paradigm and a specialized algorithm for application in “few samples”

scenarios. The applications are built through proper interpretation and analysis of

multilinear models for face images.

We start by presenting a novel face recognition algorithm in Chapter 4, primarily

to address the limitations of the existing multilinear based face recognition algo-

rithms that fail to handle test faces at unseen conditions. We propose our algorithm

(MPCA-JS) based on the properties of core tensor and noting its importance as an

entity that contains information on variations in all the factors (person identities,

lighting conditions, viewpoints etc.). From the core tensor we construct a new basis

of multilinear eigenmodes and use that in the recognition algorithm for face image

representation and comparison.

In chapter 5, we propose an efficient algorithm (MPCA-PS) that is able to provide

similar or better performance than MPCA-JS at a fraction of the computational cost.

The improvement in efficiency is obtained by removing the redundancies present in

the previous algorithm in the way it treats the person identity space. Instead of

treating identity space as a generating space like lighting or viewpoint, we limit our

focus to only the identity vectors of the known persons and reduce the order of

representational basis by significant order. The procedure for recognition is altered

suitably to obtain an efficient algorithm that is found to be significantly faster,

especially on large datasets.
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In chapter 6, we present a unified framework of face recognition based on multilinear

analysis. From the factor analysis principle we develop an optimization equation that

defines the way a face image is related to all the influencing factors. We then show

that all the above algorithms are built on implicitly solving this same optimization

problem by different means. We discuss the way they differ in their approach and

their relative strengths and weaknesses in different face recognition scenarios. With

this our understanding about the multilinear models and analysis is completed. In

this chapter we also test our proposed algorithms against the leading face recognition

algorithms, and demonstrate the superiority of our algorithm MPCA-PS, in terms

of both recognition accuracy and test time.

Next in chapter 7, we apply our understanding to solve the “few samples” issue, as

encountered in many real-world face recognition applications. Whilst most of the

traditional face recognition algorithms implicitly assume the availability of a large

number of training samples to be robust, in many real-world situations, especially

in law enforcement application, gathering large training sets for criminals is impos-

sible and only a few images per person may be available. Traditional algorithms fail

comprehensively in such scenarios. We propose a new algorithm based on the same

multilinear framework that is shown to provide good performance even when only

1-3 images per person are used for training. We propose a novel “friendly-hostile”

framework, where a large training set of “friendly” people are used to compensate

fully the lack of training samples of the “hostile” people. We also discuss “few

samples” issue from the perspective of unbalanced datasets, wherein some people

may be under-represented than others in the training set. Experiments on unbal-

anced datasets demonstrate that our algorithm does not get affected by any such

imbalance in bias and produces consistent performance in all situations.

8.2 Future work

Opportunities for future works lie in several directions. From the theoretical stand

point, we envisage introducing non-linearity into the multilinear framework. Essen-

tially what we took advantage of the multilinear analysis, is the ability to decompose

face images into its constituent factors. However, the factor spaces are only linear
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Euclidean vector spaces and for many factors, such as viewpoint or expression, the

linearity assumption is stretched when large variations are present. It may be pos-

sible to model the individual factor spaces as some form of non-linear space based

on kernel extension or metric modification via manifold learning. That way we can

retain advantage of the multi-factor framework as developed in this thesis, and at

the same time taking advantage of the non-linearity in the factor spaces.

Another area that needs some attention is the scalability issue of factorization. For

application in big datasets having thousands of persons, it may be computationally

infeasible to factorize a large tensor using the conventional Tensor SVD algorithm.

Specialized factorization algorithms having the ability to handle large tensors need

to be formulated for such scenarios.

In this whole thesis we have emphasized the use of pixel values as the preferred

features, however, many recent developments suggest other types of features can

be equally powerful for recognition purposes. It will be interesting to investigate

different features and interpret the factorization result based on the new features

and discover their relative advantages over the pixel values.
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